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work in Relational Grammar has made possible the 
characterization of such notions as 'passive' and 
'reflexive' in terms of.grammatical relations and relational 
changes. More recent work in Italian has revealed evidence 
$Upporting the notions of retroherent advancement and 
cancellation. 
This study examines reflexive clauses in Michif, a 
language with Algonquian verb morphology. It shows (1) that 
the conditions for the occurrence.of the reflexive morpheme 
and the passive morpheme may be formulated simply using 
concepts available in RG, (2) that the structure of 
reflexive Passive clauses involves retroherent advancement, 
and (3) that there exist initially unaccusative clauses in 
Michif which also involve· retroherent advancements with 
accompanying reflexive ver~ morphology. 
There is no strong evidence in Michif to support either· 
of t~e current resolution strategies for multiattachrnents. 
The:-question of final (in)transitivity of reflexive clauses, 
crucial to a determination of their final strata (and thus 
their complete structure), is a complex one--apparently not 
answerable in terms of verb morphology alone---for which an 


















Recent work in relational grammar (RG) has provided evidence 
for for•ulation of certain proposed universal laws and other 
hypotheses. Perlmutter (1983) and Perlmutter and Rosen 
(19.84) contain works supporting such proposals as: 
The Universal Characterization of Passivization 
The Multiattachment Hypothesis 
The Unaccusative Hypothesis 
The Notion of Cancellation 
The Notion of Retroherent Advancement 
The Final-! Law 
all of which have some bearing on the topic of this thesis: 
the structure of reflexive clauses in Michif. 
Other work by Rosen, especially her dissertation 
(1981), is.even more closely associated·with this topic. 
Her proposed solutions for problematic:reflexive 
constructions in Italian·are similar to proposals I make· 
here and the credit is hers not only for breaking the ground 
but £or paving the way, especially where·the notion of 
Retroherent Advancement, and the use of The Unaccusative 
Hypothesis in conjunction with it, is concerned. 
- 1 -
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1.2 LANGUAGE BACKGROUND 
Michif has been described by Crawford as 'a mixture of 
French and Cree, ••• with some Chippewa influence' 
(1983:vii) and has been the language studied at th~ 
University of North Dakota sessions of the Summer Institute 
of Linguistics (UND-SIL) for several years. Boteler {1971), 
Peske (1981), Weaver (1982), and Speers (1983) have written 
theses directly connected with this language; Rhodes (1976b) 
i 
and Evans (1982) have written papers on Michif. Crawford 
has, perhaps, published most extensively on the subject 
{1976, 1978) and has most recently edited The Michif 
Dictienary: Turtle Mount~i~ Chippewa.Cree, a work auth~~ed 
( ' 
. by two native speakers, Laverdure and Allard (1983)~ For 
those unacquainted with Michif, the grammatical sketch by 
Rhodes (1976b) and Crawford's sociolinguistic articles 
provide a helpful introduction. 
It is presumed that the reader has some basic knowledge 
of the· workings of Algonquian languages. Those who do not 
and who prefer a traditional1 analysis are referred to 
Bloomfield (1946, 1958, 1962), Hockett (1948, 1966}, Edwards 
. . . 
(19~1) ,Ellis (1962), and Wolfart (1973). Those who prefer 
.... ' - . ,, 
a transformational generative approach might consult Frantz 
(1979), Todd (1970), and Rhodes. (1976a·l • 2 Th~·se prefer.ring. 
_an RG approach might consult Frantz -(1981), Jolley (1982), 
and Weaver (1982), whose work in ·Michif ser·;ed as a 
springboard for my own analysis. 
3 
1.3 PRIMARY DATA BASE 
The release of Laverdure and Allard in the fall of 1983 was 
timely for me because it followed my own introduction to the 
study of Michif that summer. The dictionary, which employs 
an English-Michif arrangement, contains many illustrative 
sentences, and therein a wealth of cultural information. It 
attracted me as a possible primary data base for my study 
for several reasons. First, although edited by Crawford, it 
is, in his words, 'essentially the work of two people: 
Patline Laverdure and Ida Rose Allard' (1983:ix); therefore, 
it is a work primarily by native speakers and, as such, 
provides/.insigh_ts which material· ~lici ted bl( 13omeone not- , 
welJ.. acquainted with the language and culture might easily 
overlook. Second, it ·is a substantial body of work and 
·provides a tremendous amount of data about the language. 
Third, it is material that has no direct link with my topic 
(t:hrough elicitation, designed study, or questionaire) or 
.-with the theoretical framework.I emplo,; so, it can function 
a.s· an unbiased source of data,· collected· and compiled in 
such a way as to be free of the bugaboo of 'finding what one 
is·. looking for', something. at times difficult to avoid with 
specially elicited material. 
This primary data base has been supplemented by my o~n 
.elicited material, by texts and elicited paradigms supplied 
• . : .by. Dean Saxton, field methods instructor at UND-SIL for the 





Swenson, a native speaker who has worked both as a language 
helper with SIL during the summers and as a language helper 
in Michif language courses during the fall and spring 
semesters at UND for the past few years. In addition, the 
works in closely related languages have served as guidelines 
and crosschecks on my data. 
1.4 SOME THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS 
Weaver (1982) describe·s Michif verb morphology and gives an 
RG analysis of what,. tn traditional Algonquian literature, 
are called 'in.verse forms'. Using proposals from Rhodes 
(1976a), she argues that Michif empl6ys obligatory 
. 7-' ~-
passivization 'when the inital 2 is above _the inital 1' on a 
hierarchy3 (1982, p.16). Although Wolfart and others have 
argued against calling Algonquian 'inverse forms' passives 
on the basis of stylistic options (either being available or 
not·. being available) , Jolley has ma.de the. important point 
thaJ. form and function should not be confused, that. the form 
of passives in both Inda-European and ~lgonquian is a 2 to 1 
4 · advance1n.ent (1982, p. 25), a point Wea.ver reiterate_s Jl982., . , 
p.17-8) • 
The question_ of whet.her Algonquian lang.uages have a 
true passive or simply an 'inverse form' has been debated in 
the literature for years. Wolfar~ (who opposes a passive 
· an:c;ilysis) provides an exc~ll.ent revJew _o_f the, litera~ure 
pertinent to the question for Cree up to the time of his 
5 
publication (1973). Jolley {1982) provides a review of the 
literature on the inverse-passive controversy and reaches 
the opposite conclusion from Wolfart. 
The Universal Characterization of Passivization by 
Perlmutter and Postal (1983a) makes possible the kind of 
analys.is described by Jolley, one which focusses upon form 
rather than function. And, although the analysis presented 
he~e does not interpret inverse constructions as passives, 5 
clauses which are analyzed 'as involving passivization are 
done·so on the basis of Perlmutter and Postal's Universal 
Characterization o£~as~ivization which focusses upon form 
rather than function. 
In hi's analysis of Menomini, Bloomfield includes the 
most extensive account of reflexive constructions in an 
Algonquian language of which I am aware (1962, p.280-98). 
He finds four types of reflexive constructions, which for 
. va.rious reasons he terms (1) explicit reflexives, (2) 
passive reflexives, (3) reflexives of. useful action, and (4) 
piiddle reflexives. With one. -exception6 types (1), (3) ,· and 
.. (4.) . a·re· t.he subject of Chapter II; type (2) is the subject 
:of-Chapter III. No attempt is made here to classify 
I 
·;,reflexives according to functiop;. rather., an attempt is made 
to account for the facts of Michif syntax. That is not to 
imply that we ignore the matter of function. However, where 
· ~ym for.ms which are claimed to ftmction ·differently are · 













composition, then one must appeal to extra-syntactical 
arguments based on extra-syntactical facts to settle the 
matter. 
Our claim is that where morphological similarity exists 
between two forms, with perhaps little apparent similarity 
in function, it is often the case that the morphological 
similarity is explainable in terms of grammatical relations 
and rules authorizing relational changes, such as the rule 
I 
of Passive formulated by Perlmutter and Postal (1983a). 
More specifically, the kind of problemat~ reflexive .. .. .. ' 
l'Ait)rphology which in related Algonquian languages has 
required complicated ~escriptions based on function can be 
• adequately handled-in Michif by relatively simple 
formulations based on notions available within the 
theoretical framework of Relational Grammar--this is our 
thesis. 
1.5 A BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE STUDY' 
1.5.1 
Introduction. As I was to learn later, my study of 
reflexive constructions in Michif began on the very iirst 
day when my language helper introduced himself: 
( 1.1) 
zhinikawshoun Zhorzh 
(freely): 'my name is George' 
7 
In the course of my second year of study at UND-SIL during 
the summer of 1983, I elicited more forms having similar 
verb morphology. Then, during the spring of 1984, after the 
publication of The Michif Dictionary, I began a search 
through it for other similar constructions. At about the 
~! same tii:ne Steve Marlett suggested that I also investigate 




'I• m sick' 
During the course of my investigations I noticed the 
close association of the apparent semantic domains of 




. Both {1.2) and (1.3) have arguments which are initially 
Patients. Also, both (1.2) and (1.3) have morphology which 
distinguishes them from other intransitive clauses which 
se~m to take arguments which are initially (and finally) 
Agents or Actors. 
8 
My investigations ultimately included clauses of all 
three types: those having verb morphology like (1.1), 
(1.2), and (1.3). 
1.5.2 
Method. In order to expand my data base as widely as 
possible in as short a time as possible, I read through The 
Michif Dictionary, noting 1:he three types of -verb morphology 
· mentioned above. This data was then entered on index cards, 
and subsequently transfe::rred to computer files for ease of 
manipulation. Entries are alphabetized accdrdi~g to the 
Michif verb arid include both the English gloss, and the 
·English citation under which the entry may be founa.7 In 
all, about 1300 cards were prepared, a little over 400 for 
each of the three morphological types under investigation. 
With such a cross-referencing system established, I was able 
: to o.reate a Michif-English file, sort for a particular 
.·.string (which could be the surface form (s) of a morph~me), 
::and obtain a listing of all occurrences of the string __ ~rt the 
., .. file:. . This facilitated the identification of roots and the· 
·::analysis of the verb morphology. Where questions arose or 
·gaps .remained I was able to elicit data from the language 
helpers for UND-SIL during the summer of 1984. 
Rather than switching back to one of the orthographies 
used by other Algonquianists, I chose to use the orthogriphy 
employed in The Michif Dictionary. I recognize that there 
9 
are certain disadvantages in departing from established 
patterns; nevertheless, my goals include (1) complying with 
the now established orthography preferred by the authors of 
the first sizable Michif dictionary and (2) providing a 
source of Michif predicates (b~J:h transitive and .. 
·intransitive) alphabetized in Michif as a basis for further 
study; although it is impractical to include the bulk of my 
work .in this study, a partial listing of predicates obtained 
fr~~ my readings of the dictionary is included in Appendices 
B, C, and D in hope that, hqwever. ·rough the glosses, someone 
else's task may be simplified. Since many of the forms 
obtained from the :dictionary occur with illustrative 
examples, it is advQntageous to follow the dictionary's 
orthography for ease of cross-reference. 
It should also be pointed out here that I am aware of 
certain inconsistencies in the dictionary--what might be 
call_ed a lack of standardization in its orthography--but I 
have.elected to include the variations rather than attempt. 
to ,~it th~m out because they may, be .of value later to 
.. soJtteQJJ.e taking a diachronic approach in a particular_ ~tudy. 
1.5.3, 
Observations. Our observations and analysis form the body 
of-.thi$ study. As mentioned above, Bloomfield's type (1), 
<3tr~·a~d {~) _prediqates, which we term ordinary reflexives, 
are the topic of Chapter II; Bloomfield's type (2), his 
• 
10 
'passive reflexives', which we term reflexive Passives, are 
the topic of Chapter III. In Chapter IV eviqence is 
presented for considering initially intransitive clauses 
like (1.2) above as involving reflexive morphology as well. 
Chapter V contains a discussion of subtleties of Michif verb 
morphology and how they mask notions of final transitivity. 
Chapter VI concludes the study with a review of the RG 
proposals which facilitate an analysis of Michif syntax. 
1 
11 
Chapter I Notes 
1 'Traditional' here contrasts with either a 
transformational generative approach or a relational grammar 
approach. 
2 The approach Rhodes takes in his analysis of Ojibwa 
might be viewed as a transitional one between 
transformational generative and relational, since it was 
written during th~ early formative years of relational 
• grammar. 
3 See Chapter V. 
4 For a more formal definition see Chapter .III, Note 3 .. 
5 We could find no evidence supporting the claim that 




/0 wawpam iku. w/ 
RM - STEM VOICE - CM 
3 .4 - see INV 3 





/ki wawpam iti n/ 
RM STEM VOICE - CM 
2 see INV 1 
'I see you' 
(We refer to the 'theme' affix as 'VOICE' throughout this 
study because in this position before the CM occur 'active' 
themes, 'passive' themes, and 'reflexive' themes--notions 
frequ~ntly associated with voice in 'Other languages. We 
include _the inverse theme as a 'VOICE' as well.) It seems 
to_ us, in.- addition, that eithe.r the rules for verb agreement 
are necessarily complicated if clauses like (li) and (lii) 
are considered finally intransitive, or the phonological 
rules governing deletions which one must appeal to in 
inverse constructions must be formulated ad hoc. 
~ Bloomfield considers as 'middle reflexives' forms 
· which are finally --pow, -how, ~, etc., forms not 
· · cQnsidered as refle·xives for the purpose of this study 
because there, is little evidence in Mich if for the notion of 
refJexivity, either semantically or syntactically, where 
these forms are concerned. Bloomfield makes a similar 
observation for Menomini, remarking that middle reflexives 
· ;\ · ·· vary_ in their 'degrees of freedom and regularity as to the 
mode of formation, and of explicitness as to the reflexive 
13 
meaning' (1962, p.281). A few examples of forms which 
Bloomfield cites as middle reflexives in Menomini are listed 
below (1962, p.294-8): 
aske:eow 'he eats raw food' 
we:neEow 'he dirties his mouth by eating' 
ke:h:eow 'he has indigestion' 
ese:how 'he dresses thus' 
wane:how 'he disguises himself' 
kesiahow 'he paddles or swims fast' 
ace:mow 'he narrates' -~.--
neka :·mow 'he sings' 
ona:mow 'he speaks the tr1'1ft,.1. • 
onenow 'he swims' 
Wolfart gives similar fo~ms for Plains Cre~ (1973, p.73). 
7 For instance, the Michif predicate meaning 'to see 
one~elf' might occur in the illustrative example given for 
the English entry mirror: 'he saw himself in the mirror'. 
In the. three Appendices (B, C, ctnd D) . listing predica~es 
with_ morphology like (1 ~;l) , (1 ~:2),, and (1. 3), only Appendix 
D gives both the gloss a~d the.English citation. Space and 
·time do not permit duf~icating the enti~e files here: 
however, samples of each type are included to give the 
reader more data than is reasonable ~o include in the text. 
2.1 OVERVIEW 
Chapter II 
ORDINARY REFLEXIVE CLAUSES 
This chapter presents an RG analysis of ·reflexive clauses 
utilizing The Multiattachment Hypothesis~ After introducing 
ordinary reflexive clauses in Michif and defining the 
conditions· <:tetermining reflexive morphology, another· 
ieflexive consttuction involving an advancement is 
L. - considered~ Finally, two propo,sals for resoiution of 
multiattachments are examined and the evidence for each of 
them in Michif is discussed. 
2.2 THE MULTIATTACHMENT HYPOTHESIS 
In~her dissertation on the relational structure of reflexive 
~lauses Rosen cites an unpublished manuscript by Perlmutter 
. Ct978) as the source of The Mu.ltia·ttachment Hypothesis1 
{R~sen 1981, p. 79) • As outlined by ·R.osen 'the essential 
. 1:e.att,1re of Perlmutter •s proposal is that reflexive clauses 
· contain a nominal which is doubly a·ttached in some stratum' 
(1981, p.67). This is a novel analysis1 in the past 
reflexive clauses have been analyzed in terms of coreference 
and/or anaphora. The nature :ot Perfmutter's proposal is 
illustrated by the following clauses from English and their 
associated strata! diagrams. (SDs) · (initial strata only): 
- 14 -
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( 2 .1) 
he sees her 
( 2. 2) 
he sees himself 
(2.1 SD) (2.2 SD) 
see he her see he 
••. . . f: 
In·1• ·(,2 .1 SD) there are separate arcs for the separate 
·nominals bearing the subject 1 and the direct objec't 2 
relations. However in (2.2 SD), although there is a 
• 
separate 1-arc and a separate 2-arc, both arcs are headed by 
the same nominal. The nominal in (2.2 SD) is said to be 
multiattached (doubly attached) in the initial stratum of 
the so.·· 
. The. Multiattachment ·Hypothesis· makes· ·a prediction about 
the structure of all reflexive clauses~· ·A1fhough Rosen htis 
. found limitationi on the ~ppiicati6n of The Multiattach~enf 
Hypothesis to all reflexive clauses in Italian, 2·. in the next 
section we will examine ordinary reflexive clauses in Michif 
to see if. the facts 'in this langu~g~ may·b~ accounted for by 
The Multiattachment Hypothesis. 
16 
2.3 O~DINARY REFLEXIVE CLAUSES IN MICHIF 
An analysis similar to the one applied to (2.1 SD) and (2.2 









3 - see - · (ACT/OB) - 3 
'he seea hei'' 
wawpamishoow 
/0 wawpam ishou w/ 
RM STEM VOICE CM 
3 - see REFL 3 
. 'he sees himself' 
(2.3 SD) (2.4 SD) 
_I 
wawpam 3s 3s wawpam 3s 
Again, ·(2.3 SD) and (2.4 SD} show initial itrata ~nly. ~he 
difference between (2.3) and (2.4) is found in the VOICE 4 
17 
position, where the reflexive voice morpheme in (2.4) 
replaces the active voice morpheme in (2.3). 
By postulating an initial multiatttachment in (2.4 SD), 
the conditions for the appearance of reflexive morphology on 
the verb may be stated as follows: 
(2.5) CONDITIONS FOR REFLEXIVE MORPHOLOGY 
(first formulation) 
When a nominal a heads both a 1-arc and a 2-arc in 
a single stratu~, the resulting multiattachment 
determines reflexive morphology 6n 'the verb • 
• 
·Other examples of ordinary reflexive clauses in Michif 
ar~ given below to illustrate variations in verb morphology. 
(2.6) 
kiwawpamishoun 
/ki - wawpam - ishou - n/ 
RM - STEM - VOICE CM 
2 see .. REFL 2 




/ni - wawpam -. ishou - n/ 
RM - STEM VOICE - CM 
1 see REFL 1 
'I see myself' 
As can be seen by comparing (2.4), (2.6), and (2.7) the 
V 
RM and CM markers vary to reflect the change in persons, but 
the VO.ICE morphen'te indicating reflexive action is present· 1n 
' . ' . 
a:I.l . three examples. , Both· ( 2. 6) and ( 2 .. 7) have an assoc ia·ted 
SD with an initial stratum like (2.4 SD), one containing a 
'1:2 muitiattachment~ 5 
2.4 STRATAL LIMITATIONS ON REFLEXIVE MORPHOLOGY? 
The Michif ·reflexive clauses presented in (2.4), (2.6), and 
(2.7) involve initial multiattachments which rneet·the 
conditions for reflexive morphology as defined in (2.5). 
There are other clauses which involve initial 
.multiattachments but which do not meet the conditions foi 
·rtaf.lexivi ty in the initial stratum. One example of such a 









/ni - t - ousht - amaw - ishou - n/ 
RM - EP -STEM-(BEN-2)- VOICE - CM 
1 - 0 - make - 0 REFL - 1 
'I am making a belt for myself' (more literally, 
'I am making myself a belt') 
(2.8 SD). 
\ 
ousht ls saenchur 
As can be seen from (2.8 SD), there is an initial 
mu1tiatt~chment which does not meet the conditions in (2.5). 
··-.However; because Mich if permits. Ben-2 advancement 
-.. Jiegiste~ed here on the verb by the morphe~e /-amaw/) under 
. ' 6 . . . 
·certain conditions, the second stratum of (2.8 SD) does 
fulfill the conditions necessary for reflexive morphology to 
appear on the verb. 
The fact that there is a multiattachment of any kind is 
n9t a sufficient condition to produce reflexive morphology 
in Michif. The same basic information expressed in (2.8) 
may also be expressed by the following clause: 
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(2 .Sb) 
Aen saenchur doushtaen pour niya 
/ni - t - ousht - ae - n/ 
INDF NOM RM -EP- STEM -VOICE- CM PREP PRO 
a belt 1 -o- make -(ACT/IN)- 1 
'I am making a belt for myself' 
for ls 
which has the following SD {initial stratum only): 
(2.8b SD) 
In (2.8b SD) there is a multiattachment in the initial 
~tratum, but not one which involves both a 1-arc and a 
-2~a.rc. There is no evidence in (2 .Bb) that an advancement 
}:las taken place. And, although (2. Sb SD)· does not represent 
the final SD for (2.Sb), it does provide an example of ari SD 
-, .. 
. Jor a .. clause which involves initial multiattachment, but 
-which does not involve reflexive morphology. A more 
complete SD for (2.8b) is given later in this chapter. 
In all the SDs presented thus far involvlnef 
multiattachment the final stratum has not been shown. In 
the next section we examine some proposed resolution 
strategies for multiattachments. 
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2.5 RESOLUTION OF MULTIATTACHMENTS 
Johnson and Postal maintain that all multiattachments 
(overlap~ing self-supporting arcs) require resolutions 
(1980, p.450ff,526-8). Such a requirement means that 
structures like (2.4 SD), with multiattachments in the final 
strata, are not well formed in any language. In the 
following subsections two strategies for resolving 
multiattachments in Michif are considered. 
2.5.1 
The 'Pronoun coey' Strategy. For languages such as English 
and German where\reflexive clauses emp~9y overt pronouns, 
Perlmutter and Postal suggest resolutibrtS involving copy 
pronouns (1984a, p.135). This same strategy is referred to 
by Rosen as 'pronoun birth' (1981, p.17;139-221)'. _ 
(2.9) 








In the initial strata of sos of clauses like (2.9) there is 
some nominal which bears two grammatical relations, in this 
case, 'ich'. In the succeeding strata of such sos a pronoun 
birth occurs, the arc headed by the pronoun replacing one of 
the arcs headed by the rnultiattached nominal. Here, 'rnich' 
heads a 2-arc in the final stratum replacing the 2-arc 
headed by 'ich •.' in the initial stratum; 7 and, by the· 
replacement, the multiattachment is resolved. Note 
especially that this pronoun copy replacement strategy 
creates SDs which are both initially and finally transitive 
in this case. 
As far as the 'pronouri birth' resolutto~ is concerned, 
we have no evidence in Michif that overt pronotins are 
involved in clauses like (2.4) wawpamishoow 'he sees 
himself'. However, we might well postulate 'pronoun birth' 
as a resolution strategy in clauses such as {2.8b) Aen 
saenchur doushtan pour niya, where an overt pronoun heads a 
:.Ben-arc replacing the initial Ben-arc of the l}Ben 





ousht ls 3IN ls 
But again, there is no evidence for overt pronoun copies in 
the case of reflexive clauses. 8 
2. s .. ci-2 -
' ' 
The •cancel lat i-on' Strategy. For Italian, Rosen suggests 
eancellation as a possible ~esolution strategy for clauses 
involving multiattachrnents {1981, p.172~177). She offers a 
provisional formal definition of cancellati~n9 and presents 
relational networks associated with certain clauses in 
Italian such as the following: 
(2.10)·''. 
Mario si o.dia 
'Mario hate~ himself' 
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(2.10 RN) 




As shown clearly by (2.10 SD), the nominal in (2.10) is 
initially multiattached, but in the second stratum the 2 
. relation has been cancelled, resulting in a finally 
intr,ansi tive clause •1.0 According to Rosen (who follows 
Perlmutter (1978)) ,. it is the cancellation which produces a 
reflexive clitic on the verb in such 'cases. 
We have no ~vidence in Michif at this point that 
distinguishes between the following two hypotheses: 
Hypothesis A: The existence of a 1:2 multiattachment 
in a clause results in reflexive 
morphology on the verb. 
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Hypothesis B: Cancellation of the 2-arc of a 1:2 
multiattachment results in reflexive 
morphology on the verb. 11 
Since we know of no other proposed resolution 
strategies ·than the two presented in subsections 2. 5 .1 and 
2.5.2, we will assume cancellation for the.time being, 
taking three things into consideration: 
1. the Johnson-Postal hypothesis requiring that all 
rnultiattachments be resolved (1980, p.450); 
2.~ the lack· of evidence supporting the pronoun birth 
strategy; 
3 •' the lack of evidence contradicting the cancellation 
strategy. 
There is the possibility that Michif utilizes some form of 
incorporation of what otherwise would be an overt reflexive 
.. pronoun, b~t investigation of the topic of pronoun 
incorporation in Mi·chif is· beyond the scope of this stu'ay. 12 
I~ we adopt· a ·cancellation strat~gy, then fina1·~frata 







ousht ls saenchur 
The first formulation for the occurrence of reflexive 
morphology in (2.5) is now revised accordingly: 
(2.11) CONDITIONS FOR REFLEXIVE MORPHOLOGY 
. (final formulation) 
Cancellation of the 2-arc of a 1:2 multiattachment 
results in reflexive morphology on the verb. 
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2.6 SUMMARY 
In this chapter tbe conditions for the occurrence of 
reflexive morphology in Michif were formulated in (2.11) by 
referring to grammatical relations and relational changes. 
The conditions specified in (2.11) have as a prerequisite 
the-existence of 1:2 multiattachments. Evidence was also 
provided which shows that the required conditions 
determining reflexive morphology need not be met in the 
initial stratum of a clause, but may be met in a subsequent 
strat~m ... fs a result of an advancement. In addition, it was 
shown·that every multiattachment does not necessar.tly 
p~·oauce reflexive morphology, only 1: 2 mul tiattachments. 
Finally, two proposals for resolution of multiattachments in 
other lc;tnguages were examined and it was found that evidence 
for neither is present in the Michif reflexive clauses 
considered thus far. But, one proposal (pronoun birth) 
. make.s claims which cannot be supported by ciny evidence from 
surf~ce forms--there are no overt_ reflexive pronouns in 
· _-MichiJ'·· • The other proposal (cancellation) is adopted on the 
premise that one or the.other must apply. 
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Chapter II Notes 
1 A discussion of The· Multiattachment Hypothesis is 
also included in Perlmutter and Postal (1984a, p.94-97). 
2 The central issue in Rosen's study, according to her, 
is The Multiattachment Hypothesis and predictions it makes 
about all reflexive clauses. She concludes that in Italian 
. there are some reflexive clauses which do not involve 
rnultiattachments in any stratum (1981, p.136-221). 
3 See Appendix A for a list of all abbreviations used. 
·4 The reason for the lumping togeth~i oi morphemes in 
this par-ticu1ar position under the heading VOICE was given 
in Chapter I, Note 5. 
5 Throughout the remainder of this study a colon will 
be used to separate the grammatical signs of the arcs 
involved in a multiattachment. Thus, a l:Ben 
.multiattachment is one in which a nominal heads both a 1-arc 
and a Ben-arc • 
. 6 The conditiorts goverhing advancements in Michif ar~ 
determined to a largj degree·by a'~~fsdn ~lerarchy which is 
discussed in secti~h·s~2~ Rhodes describ~s similai 
ob~igatory advancements for"Ojibwa (1976a, p.129). However, 
all advancements are not de~ermined by the Person Hierarchy 
in such a way as to preclude paraphrasing in every instance; . . 
t~at is, there do seem to b$ clauses in Michif which 
function as paraphases of each other in one of which an 
1., 
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advancement is permitted, but not required by the Person 
Hierarchy. Compare (2.8} and (2.8b} in this respect. 
7 Since the 1 relation borne by the multiattached 
nominal is not being taken over by another nominal, but 
rather the pronoun copy simply makes explicit the fact that 
one nominal bears two relations, the pronoun copy heads a 
2-arc which replaces the 2-arc of the multiattachment; it 
creates no chomeur in the process. 
8 Johnson and Postal postulate that pronoun copies are 
involved in all resolutions of multiattachments (1980, 
.p:128). Our statement here does not contradict their 
proposal; it mereli says that overt copy pr6nouns are not· 
found in ordinary reflexive clauses in Michif. · See Note 10. 
9 Rosen's formulation is reproduced below: 
A cancellation is a pair of strata ck and ck+l 
having the property that there exists a nominal a 
heading exactly n+l distinct arcs in ck and n 
distinct arcs in·ck+l' for some n (1981, p.173). 
See Aissen (1982, p.12) for anothef definition of 
,.:cancellation suggested by Johnson~ as well as a discussion 
. . ' .... , ' ' . . ' . •,' .. ' - .. •, ' ' ··, •, ' 
of.c~ncellation as it figures in pnalyses of other problems 
.. in RG. Also see Johnson and Postal (1980, p.128-9} for a 
similar concept. 
lO As I understand them, ·Johnson and Postal argue 
. ' 
. ~gainst structures like (2.10 SD), favoring instead 
structures in which replacer arcs subsequently self-erase 
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(1980, p.128-30). Thus, Rosen's analysis of direct 
cancellation of the object arc of a multiattachment is a 
novel one precisely because it does not involve a replacer 
arc. 
11 Hypothesis B logically entails the conditions for 
Hypothesis A and another condition as well. Because of the 
facts presented in se6tiori 2.4, ·and because of other facts 
presented in Chapter IV, we assume that the coriditions for 
Hypothesis A are, in fact, met, making Hypothesis B 
reasonable. 
1· 12 Rhodes has proposed noun incorporation for Ojibwa 
il976a), ~ornething harder to validate for Michif1since 
nearly all nouns are 1-of French origin, ana·thusi easily 
recognizable. The few nouns from Cree which are still used 
in;.;~ichif may be involved in incorporation of -some kind. 
Michif does have a verbalization technique which takes 
er~twhile French nouns (as well as .English loans), with the 
_apprc;,priate definite article, and constructs verbs from them 
by aqding RM and TNS prefixes, and a verbalizing suffix, 
~ usu~~ly /-iwiw/j to produce predicates like the one in the 
following example: 
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( 2 i) 
La sha:2:ayr awn fayr ka-la rouy-iwiw 
/0 - ka -la rouy- iwi - w/ 
DEF NOM PREP NOM RM-TNS -DEF NOM- VBL- CM 
The pail of metal 3-FUT-the rust- VBL - 3 
'the metal pail will rust' 
But this technique is not a productive :one, judging by 
elicited texts and the entries in Laverdure and Allard 
(1983). Isolating incorporated erstwhile Cree nouns is a 
step more removed, but perhaps possible1 isolating 
in9orporated pronouns is 1 a ~tep mote removed still. 
3 • 1 OVERVIEW 
Chapter III 
REFLEXIVE PASSIVE CLAUSES 
' . ,' 
'.This chapter1presents two RG analyse~ of teflexive passive 
clauses, one of them involving both The Multiattachment 
Hypothesis and the notion of retroherent advancement • 
. , 
Examples 'Of Michif clau.ses similar to those Bloomfield 
(1961), calls 'passive reflexives' iri Menomini are the'n 
. pre~epted and the conditions governing the appearance of the 
'passive' morpheme are discussed. 
3.2 TWO RG .ANALYSES OF REFLEXIVE PASSIVE CLAUSES 
·A~ mentioned in Chapter II, ordinary reflexiv~ clauses in 
~nglish and German, such as (2.2) ·~e sees himself' are 
. ~nalyzed by Perlmutter and Postal as involying initial 1:2 
mu1tiattachments. 




Such a multiattachment is then resolved by a pronoun 
replacer, 'himself' in this case, heading a 2-arc1 which 
replaces the 2-arc originally headed by the multiattached 
nominal, 'he' in this case. The first two strata of (2.2) 
are given in (2.2 SD2) below: 
(2.2 SD.2) 
see he- himself 
:.In all the ordinary reflexive clauses presented in Chapter 
II, the final 1-arc is an initial 1-arc. 2 
Now consider the following German clauses: 
( 3 .1) 
( 3. 2) 
solche Sachen werden oft gesagt. 
'such things are often said' 
solche Sachen sagen sich oft 
'such things are often said' 





sagen 0 solche Sachen 
The question which now arises, one which is discussed 
in Perlmutter and Postal {1984b), is: what are the possible 
structures for reflexive Passive clause~ such as (3.2)? Two 
alternatives are: '-presented by Perlmutter and Postal, both 
involving pronominal copies (1984b, p.136,166)~ Th~se are 
given in (3.2 SD1) and {3.2 SD2): 
( 3. 2 SD1) 







In (3.2 SD2) 'solche Saohelllll6 heads only a 2-arc in the 
,., .•initial stratum. But, ~n the second stratum. it heads not 
only an advancee 1-arc, but a 2-arc as well. This type of 
advancement, where a nominal heads both an advan~ee arc and 
an •~c r~taining its previous grammatical relation, is 
termed by Rosen a retroherent advancement (1981, p.21-5). 
Retroherent advancements characteristically create 
rnultiattachments. 
Both (3.2 SD1) and (3.2 SD2) are Passive structures 
.bec:ause they both involve a 2-1 advancement out of a 
trans:i.t_ive stratum. However, (3.2 SD1) does not have a 1:2 
.~ultiattachment in a single stratum; (3.2 SD2) abes. 
Perlmutter and Postal (1984b) favor structures such as 
(3.2 SDI), although they present an analysis essentially 
li~~ (3~~.SD2) in an endnote~ 4 One i~portant connection they 
wish to,rnaintain between plain Passive clauses and reflexive 
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Passive clauses is the fact that both contain an advancee 
1-arc and parallel 1- and 2-arcs. Perlmutter and Postal 
(1984a) define the concept 'parallel arcs' in such a manner 
that the arcs must have the same tail and same head--but 
need not occur in the same stratum. Thus 'solche Sachen' in 
(3.2 SDl) has parallel 1- and 2-arcs: both arcs have the 
same tail and the same head, although they occur in 
different strata. In an initial stratum no distinction 
exists between the concept 'parallel 1- and 2-arcs headed by 
,~ominal a' and the concept 'a 1: 2 m~ltiattac_hment >headed b'y 
B~t in structures ~uch as (3.2 SD1) an~ (J.2 
SD2) which involve more tha~ just an. initial stratum, a 
distinction is clearly manifested. There is no stratum in 
(3.~ SD1) in which a single nominal heads both a 1-arc and a 
2-arc. Even though the copy pronoun heads a 2-arc in the 
final stratum, taking over the 2 relation borne bf 'solche 
Sachen' in the initial stratum, there is no true 1:2 
multiattachment in (3~2 SD1). 
>~~, mentioned. i_n Cha~ter II, we have observeq no overt 
.. r~fle~ivepronou~s in Michif, and thus cannot.posit final 
i 
~'tr~ta;_, :such as t~os~ g.iven in . (3. 2 .SJ:?.l). or. (3. 2 SD2) • The 
-important point .to be made here is not a distinction between 
initial and final strata--they are the same for (3.2 SDl) 
. and_ p. 2 SD2) --b~~ rather_, tht; linking of. ref_lexivi ty w_i th a 
particular syntactic phenomenon. 
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Since in Chapter II we defined the conditions 
determining reflexive morphology for Michif so as to require 
a 1:2 multiattachment in some stratum, we reject structures 
like (3.2 SD!) in favor of those like (3.2 SD2) on the 
grounds that in Michif, it is not a sufficient condition for 
reflex.ive morphology that a nominal head -parallel 1- and 
2, .... arcs; it is necessary that a nominal head parallel 1- and 
-2-arcs in the same stratum. Henceforth, to avoid ambiguity, 
we employ the term 'multiattachment' to refer to 'parallel 
.. arcs o~curring within the same stratum'. We .. have used the 
\"· 
term ~mu~t~att~chrnent' in this sense throughout this study, ,a 
but make the clarification here e~plicit: 
J' 
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(3.3) DISTINCTION BETWEEN 'PARALLEL ARCS' 









where x and y are gr.ammatical sigrns- . fl, 2 ~ 
/ 
Ben, etc.) denoting the grammatical 
relation (GR) born by the head, a. 
{a) If i, j, ~re A is parallel to arc B. 
(b) If i = j, there is an x:y multiattachment 
in stratum ci. 
One reason a distinction is being made here between 'a 
nominal heading parallel arcs' and 'a nominal heading a 
multiattachment' is discussed in Chapter IV. 
'\ 
IR the next section we present some examples of Michif 
reflexive Passive clauses. 
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3.3 REFLEXIVE PASSIVE CLAUSES IN MICHIF 
In Michif, pairs of verbs like the following occur (the 
forms given in each instance are for third person singular 
















( 3 .10) 
(OR) shawkihishoow 
(RP) shawkihikawshoow 
'he assigns himself' 
'he is assigned' 
'he ·abuses hi-rnself' 
• 
'·he gets a raw deal' 
'he teaches himself' 
'he is taught, trained' 
'he abstains' 
'he is restricted' 
'he fends for himself' 
'he is controlled' 
'he loves himself' 




The OR forms of the verbs display the reflexive morpheme 
/-ishou/ as described in Chapter II. Note that in (3.7) 
(OR) the /i/ of /-ishou/ is elided when preceded by /aw/. 
The RP forms of the verbs also contain the reflexive 
morpheme /-ishou/. 5 In each case the reflexive morpheme is. 
preceded by /-ikaw/, the /i/ of /-ishou/ again being elided 
a1ter /aw/. 6 The only morphological-difference between an OR 
fo_rm and: its RP form below it is the presence of /-ikaw/ in 
the RP form. 
Such RP forms as those above are what Bloomfield terms 
',.passive ref lex i ve' forms in Menomini ,{19 6 2, p. 281,·~. 28 2-3) • 
·. A1though. he analyzes /-e.si/ as the morpheme: denoting· 
'explicit reflexives', he analyzes /-ka:si/ as a single 
morpheme denoting 'passive reflexives' (1962, p.281-2). For 
Mem:>mini he gives no single generalized gloss for forms with 
/-ka:si/, but in his work on Algonquian he refers to them as 
'verbs of undergoing' (1946, p.108). Likewise, for Eastern 
~Qjibwij he gives /-ka:sQ/ the gloss 'undergo· action', but 
h~·re b~ further analyz~s j-ka.: so/ as being •·a complex of 
.. /-ke:/ .. ··••• with /-so/', where the /-ke:/ apparently denotes 
'a,c,tiqn on an indefinit'e object' (19:SS, p.77-,87). We shall 
giscµss forms associated with 'action on an indefinite 
object' ·a bit later in this section. Suffice it to say that 
in the examples to follow ((3.11) and (3.12)) there is a co-
occurrence 'of /..;.iJs:.aw/ ·anq ;~ishou/ where ,obj'ects are 
specified. Bloomfi.eld' s, analysis thus does not· account for 
the facts in these Michif clauses. 
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The analysis presented in this thesis is novel in that 
it will account for the occurrence of /-ikaw/ and /-ishou/ 
by separate criteria, but in a manner such that their co-
occurrence is predictable; that is, the co-occurrence of 
/-ikaw/ and /-ishou/ is a result of the fact that the 
conditions for the occurrence of each of them has been met 
in a certain clause. We have already demonstrated the 
occurrence of /-ishou/ apart from /-ikaw/ and formulated the 
conditions for its occurrence. Here we account for the 
O<?CµrrencE\ of /-ikaw/ apart from, or in conjupction with~ 
/-ishou/. 
If.we examine Michif clauses where the RP forms occur 
we find the following cases: 
(A) clauses where the final subject is a 
'non-Agent', and the Agent or Actor mentioned 
is marked by a preposition or a postposition; 
(B) clauses wher:e. the.,·final subject .is a 
· ... 'non-Agent', and any Agent or Actor is left 
unspecified ... 
In. the examples which follow, (3 ... 11) ~nd (3 .12) illustrate 
case (A) above; (3.13) illustrates case (B). For the time 
. bei.ng, . /-ikaw/ will be labelled with three question marks 
1,· 
(???) in the morpheme cuts; exactly what it signifies is the 
topic of this and the next section •. 
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( 3 .11) 
Aberdeen kee-ahikawshoow Zhorzh par li BIA 
/0 - kee - ahi - ikaw - ishou - w/ 
ADV RM-TNS-STEM~???-VOICE-CM PREP DEF NOM 
Aberdeen 3-PAST-put-???-REFL-3 by the BIA 
'the BIA assigned·George to Aberdeen', (literally 
'George was assigned to Aberdeen b~ the BIA') 
(3 •. 11 SD) 
. '\ 
BIA Zhorzh Aberdeen 
(3.12) 
. weechihikawshoowuk l' azhawns.ree oushchi · 
/0-weechihi-ikaw:-:isn.ou-w-ak/ 
RM- STEM - ???· - VOICE-C.M-PL DEF-NOM POST 
3 - help - ??? - REFL - 3~PL the-agency from 
'they are receiving help from the agency' or 
'they are being he·lp~"d by th~. agency' 
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(3.12 SD) 
weechihi azhawnsree 3p 
In (3.11) the preposition parT'by' marks the 1-Chomeur, just 
as in French Passives when~ 1?ar marks 1-Chomeurs. A few 
~ Mib~if postpositions have been retained from Cree a~d one of 
: _ tb,ese_ is illustrated in (3 .12), where oushchi · ''from, by' 
ma.rks the 1-Chomeur of the clause. 7 Thus, in (3 .11) and 
(3.12) the Actor or Agent, the initial! of the clause, is 
being specially marked or flagged to indicate that it does 
not bear the subject relation in th~ fin~l stratum. It 
ap:pea.rs ,that the initial 1 has been placed en chomage by an 
advancement to 1 of another nominal! A;so, verb agreement 
is_with the final 1 of the clause, not with the initial 1. 
, , , . " -
If we vary (3.12~ to 'I was~b~ing_h~lped ~y the agency' we 
obtain (3.12b): .. 
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(3.12b) 
geeweechihikawshoun l'azhawnsree oushchi 
/ni-kee-weechihi-ikaw-ishou-n/ 
RM-TNS-STEM-???-VOICE-CM DEF-NOM POST 
l-PAST-help-???-REFL-1 the-agency by 
'I was being helped by the agency' 
There is clearly no agreement with a third.person nominal in 
(3.12b), even though the initial 1 is third person. Verb 
agreement is with the final l only. 
Now coniider {3.13), wher~ onl~ one nqminal is 





/0 - kee - kitimahi - ikaw - ishou - w/ 
RM - TNS - STEM ??? - VOICE - CM, · 
3 -PAST- abuse - ??? , .... REFL, .;.. - 3 ,, 
• he got a raw deql ,, ,· ,.(1i·ter-all·y · · · · 
'he was abused') 
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(3.13 SD) 
In no case is an overt, nuclea,r term other than the 
final subject allowed to appear without-a,pre~6~itiqnal or 
~... :, ' 
postpositional flag when both /-ikaw/ and /-ishou/ are 
present: 
( 3 .14) 
*weechihikawshoowuk l'azhawnsree 
(3.15) 
*Li BIA Zhorzh. kee-ahikawshoow Abe.rde~n.: 
:~hp~, ungrammatical sentences result when the initial 
subjects are not flagged in an appropriate way. 
The question which arises now is: what are the 
conditions:for the appearance of /-ikaw/ on the verb? If we 
a::;sum~ that (3.11) through {3.13) involve Passive and.that 
this is indicated by /-ikaw/, then we may formulate 
conditions for the occurrence of /-ikaw/ as follows: 
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(3.16) CONDITIONS FOR THE OCCURRENCE OF /-ikaw/ 
(first formulation): 
A 2-1 advancement out of a transitive stratum 
is registered by the appearance of /-ikaw/ on 
the verb. 
A straightforward Passive analysis of the morpheme /-ikaw/ 
is complicated by the existence in Michif of other pairs of 
clauses such as the following, which Bloomfield refers to as 




/ni -kee- nootin -aw- w/ 
ADV RM-T~S- STEM - VOICE - CM 
yesterday 1 -PAST-fight-(ACT/PR)- 3 











/ni - kee - nootin - ikaw - n/ 
ADV RM - TNS - STEM - ??? - CM 
yesterday 1 -PAST-fight-??? - 1 
·~ fought yesterday' 
1' ••• 
The SD for (3~17). consists·of a single transitive stratum. 
Note that there is verb agreement with both the final 1 and 
final 2. However, verb agreement in (~· .18-) · is -·with only one 
: : n~~t,r.ial , .. · the- .~inal .!· In addi ~-~ion~· there·. ls· an /-·ika,.w/.tl, 
mo_rpheme which must be. accounted for •. 
Although there is the possibility that the /-ik_aw/ of 
,·.JJ.:11} th~oug~ .. -(3~1)). :~np th~ /~ikaw/ of (3.18) are·. 
phonologically identical but morphologically distinct, we 
m_ake the more interesting assumptiop .~hat ... tll~ two ./-ikaw/s 
,·. , .. '. ij,re_.,,:. in fact, :the .. same morpheme •. Before. pr.esenting :the ·- ...... ·.:J 'I•' ..... 
. . 
. ; .~·. :. ; :~ . .,· · ... .J '..: :'·'.9·~1,y~·is, -howeyer ,, .it· c"should · be:· poi.n"ted out.: that. not ·all· 
. .-}J:\·.:(,~:)(Y,~-~~~r~~'·.~~·:··r-1:~C-~-~{ ~hich: U}ay_- Qi°. rit_ay.· noi;,': t:ake·:'.·a.h_::-pbject. hav.e, : .· 
.ct: i ::f~F1ll:l\l:.•With J-ikaw/ in the sense of (3 .18) • ~or instance,· · 
l ·' • 
; · ... /: :.''''-C' ~~~', ... fgllowincf ·'7~rbs ·function ·essentially like:: n:ootin;...-they 
'; .,..,.. ~,...,.:,.., ,....., n •i'-"'r""'t""'"""' ' · • •, ' :·~, : • • • ~· ' • ." , < • • 
have one. form when an~object. is .specified and another form 
with /-ikaw/ when no object i.s specified (only the verb 
; . . · .. ,) 
,'• .. 
. ~ . 
·,. ,. 
. ::, 
















~~Contrasting with verbs.like those in (3.19) are others 
which have the· same forms when 1 an inanimate object is 
.... . : ... · .... ·:· .. 
specified as when.no object is specified: 






... ,\,;,.,,: ... .: ' .. : .,, . 
Eimouht 
. '.,· :' i'" ;, .' ........ . ~. ,. ,,. ,,,•. '· 
pimpawht 
. ··<. 
'.:~,:'.•\',.~>! •~ ,•'' ' •, • '•I' 
r 





.... ,: ,,, 
'walk' 
~ . ', ..... :, : : 
'run' 
..... ·' ... ·:·· . ·• ,:. ~.' · .. 
', .. · 
. ; :··· •.. ~ .. . . ·i. --, ·. 
·.· ..... .. :, ,.:.: .. , 
1FocJtalian, Rosen .found. i:t use·ful .. to mark ve·rbs in the 
·- ••• l, •• ·.' 
,·; !tii~on; a~cordin9 to whether they too~' initi~l nuc~~ar t~~~s 
·. ', .... 
o~iionaliy or ~bliga~o~~ly. 8 Thus, the verbs in (3.19) may 





. . . . .~ . 
,,t••I',-.• 
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meaning that the verb requires both an initial subject and 
an initial direct object. 
The verbs in (3.20) may be thought of as being marked: 
1 2 
Oblig Opt 
meani~g that the verb may take an initial object, but one is 
not required. 
Based on the lexical marking scheme presented above, 
(3.18) involves a verb which requires that an initial object 
( ,. be present. The SD for (3 .184 includes a direct, object: 
(3 .. 18 SD!) (initial stratum only) 
nootin ls UN 
. . 
We now turn to a discussion of some of the possible 
.. c3.naly.s~~ which account for the occurrence .of /-ikaw/ · both in 




The '2-arc Cancellation' Analysis. If one assumes that the 
2 relation is simply cancelled {something not proposed 
before for such clauses9 in RG), so that no advancements 
occur, then final verb agreement is accounted for. Such an 
approach is represented by {3.18 SD2), which is initially 
transitive but finally intransitive.· 
(3 .18 SD2) 
nootin ls UN 
Cancellation of arcs not involved in rnultiattachments has 
·· 1.'.l<?t:. be~n proposed before, al though Johnson and· Postal (1980) 
.. propose 'erasure' of arcs un~ei certain conditions. 
En~e;taining the notion of b~ncellation of non-multiattached 
ar9~., tor the moment, we revise (3 .16) , obtaining (3. 21) : 
(3.21) CONDITIONS FOR THE"OCCURRENCE OF/-ikaw/ 
(second formulation): 
Cancellatiori of a 2-arc is signaled by the 
appearance of /-ikaw/ on the verb. 
.. 
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This '2-arc Cancellation' analysis has ramifications for the 
the analysis of ordinary reflexive clauses, however. If 
(3.21) is correct, the final strata of ordinary reflexive 
clauses do not result from a cancellation of the 2-arc 
headed by a multiattached nominal. For in the ordinary 
reflexive clauses presented in Chapter II., such as (2.4) 
wawpamishoow 'he sees himself', there is no indication of a 
cancellation of the 2-arc of the initial 1:2 multiattachment 
because /-ikaw/ is absent. Following (3.21), just two 
_ppsstbilities remain in the case of ordinary reflexive· 
clauses: e 
(A) Ordinary reflexive clauses involve an 
unresolved 1:2 multiattachment (and are 
finally 'transitive). 
(B} Ordinary reflexive clauses involve an 
·undiscovered resolution strategy for 1:2 
multiatta~hm~nts (and:are finally 
intransitive)~ 
aot~.these possibilities £orce novel analyses.· rn addition, 
:(3.~?1)·. raises such ques.tions ·as: why should·. the 2.;..arc of a 
1:2 multiattachment resulting from a retroherent Passive 
aqvanqement subsequently undergo cancellation, while the 
. . . 
2-arc of a 1:2 multiattachment resulting from a Ben-2 
advancement not undergo subsequent cancellation? 
/) ' 
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Because of the complications it introduces, we reject 
the '2-arc Cancellation' analysis and examine an 
alternative. 
3.3.2 
The '2-1 Advancement' Analysis , 
·Postal has suggested a strategy .for obt~ining finally 
intransitive clauses from initially transitive clauses 
through the phenomenon of Antipassive10 (1977). With an 
Antipassive~analysis, {3.18) has the following SD: 
{3.18 SD3) 
In·.,; this case, as .with the reflexive Passive cases, we may 
posit that the presence of /-ikaw/ signals a 2-1 
advancement. In (3.18 SD3) that advancement is not out of a 
transitive stratum, however. The constraint that the 2-1 
advancement be from a transitive str.atum must be lifted from 




(3.22) CONDITIONS FOR THE OCCURRENCE OF /-ikaw/ 
(final formulation): 
A 2-1 advancement in a clause that is initially 
transitive is registered by the appearance of 
/-ikaw/ on the verb. 
The mor~ general formulation in '(3.22) implies that /-ikaw/ 
:is not a morpheme which marks Passive as defined by 
Perlmutter and Postal (1983a); therefore we label /-ikaw/ as 
a 'passive' .mqrpheme,, rather than as a 'Passive' morpheme to 
resp~ct this formal distin9tion. 
3.3.3 
Other Reflexive Passive Clauses. Before closing this 
chapter on reflexive Passive clauses it should be pointed 
.o.ut t;hat it is also possible to have reflexive Passive 
~!ause~ which involve other advancements, such as Ben~2. 
t'.!1~ JoJ_lowing two examples demonstrate clauses which are 
mor~or less paraphrases of each other.: In (3.23) there are 
.. r:t'?·.: ~dvancements; · in. (3 .. 24)' there is.· a:, Ben-2 advancement, 
. (f 
registered on the verb by·' /-arnaw/: 
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( 3. 23) 
Maree lee shmeezh keeshoushkwawham pour niya 
/0-kee-shoushkwawh-am-w/ 
NOM DEF NOM RM-TNS-STEM-VOICE-CM PREP PRO 
Mary the shirts 3-PAST-iron-(ACT/IN)-3 for ls 
'Mary ironed the shirts for me' 
(3.23 SD) 
shoushkwawh Maree shmeezh ls 
( 3. 24) 




DEF NOM RM-TNS-.'STEM·~ (3-2f·-VOICE-VOICE-CM NOM 
POST·. 
th~ ~hirts 1~PAST-irort~ o·~PASS-REFL~·l Mary by· 
'I got the shirt~ ironed for me by Mary' {m6re 




shoushkwawh Maree shmeezh ls 
In {3.24 SD) the requirements for Passive are met, for the 
2~1 advancement is out of a transitive stratum .. As 
indicated by (3.24 SD) the conditions for the occurrence of 
/""."ikaw/ are met, namely a 2-1 advancement in a clause which 
··is .. initially transitive. Also, the conditions for the 
occurrence of /-ishou/ are met by the cancellation of a 
2-arc of a 1:2 multiattadhmeht. 
-. '·. To our knowledge Mich if is the first language observed 
' - ' - . 
to bave.reilexive Passive cla~~~~ in~hich ~h~re is o~ert 
ma,r:king of the ini tial-1' s having been placed en chomage. 
3 ~ 4.· SUMMARY 
In this chapter two RG analyses of reflexive Passive clauses 
were, examined, and, because of the conditionsinecessary for 
- .tefl~xive morphology in Michif, the analysis involving 
retroherent advancement was chosen. Then, reflexive Passive 
clauses in Michif were examined and shown to have verb 
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agreement with the person of but one nominal--the final!• 
And, although reflexive Passive clauses have structures 
which satisfy the requirements of Passivization, it was 
shown that Passive is not a necessary condition for the 
appearance of /-ikaw/ on the verb, merely a sufficient 
condition. ·The occurrence of ./-ikaw/ is more general and is 





Chapter III Notes 
1 Strictly speaking there is a distinction between the 
'arcs' of RNs and the 'paths' of SDs. An arc relates a 
particular head to a particular tail for a single 
grammatical relation for one or more strata: 
N 
( . 
. Argume·nt a heads a 1-arc in strata. c 1 and c 2 with tail N. 
On the other hand what is revealed in a stratal diagram are 
the grammatical relations borne by an argument in any 
particular stratum: 
N 
. a· b 
Nominal~ heads a 2-arc in the initial stratum, but it heads 
,:1 a,· l~arc in the subsequent stratum. The 'line' connecting 







2 This formulation of ordinary reflexive clauses 
includes clauses such as (2.8) which have an initial l:Ben 
multiattachment also, since the 1-arc is still an initial 
1-arc. 
3 When written with an upper case 'P', the word Passive 
is used to refer to Perlmutter and Postal's conception of 
~assivization. As defined by them, 
Passive is the rule ••• that sanctions the 
existence of a 1-arc for a nominal Na in stratum 
ck+l of a claus; node~C, where Na heads a 2-arc in 
stratum\ck of C, and where th,ere. is some nominal ,, 
Nb which heads a l~arc in stratum ck (1983a, 
p .18) • 
Stated informally, Passive is a rule sanctioning a 2-1 
advancement out of a transitive stratum. In the formal SDs 
:.~giv~n below, only (3ii SD) meets the conditions.of Passive: 
(3i SD.) (3ii SD) 
b a C b a 
:i .. 
The· stratum from which the 2-1 advancement takes place in 





4 See also Perlmutter {To appear). 
5 In Chapter II, we presented ordinary reflexive 
clauses which in every instance had semantically animate, 
volitional arguments as final subjects. Indeed, it is a 
rare situation in which an inanimate argument can be the 
final subject of an ordinary reflexive clause in the sense 
of those presented in Ch~pter iI. Our efforts to elicit 
ordinary reflexive clau~es with inanimate final subjects 
produced one of two responses by our informants: (1) they 
replied that the sentences were non-sensical, 'you can't say 
that': or (2) they responded by giving an animate form, 
'.;. ' • I ' ' ' ,, ' 
,ignoring the 'disagreement' in ani.macy for the moment. 
Th.us_, where li bwaw '·the stick', a syntactically inanimate 
noun, i~ inserted in a clause such as 'the stick is rubbing 
itself:'.,either of the two responses above could be expected. 
In the second case, the form given was shawminishoow 'he is 
touching himself'. Also, .see Chapter IV, Note 3. 
·.But for clauses like those given in { 3. 5) t~rough 
:(3.JP) there is verf often another form given where an 
ip~~i~ate final subject is involved. These forms involve 
. the:. RlQfpheme /-i tay/, and' unlike other forms with inanimate 
fina+ §µpjects which take an /-n/ as· a CM, these forms take 
a /-w/. Thus, two clauses like (3iii) and (3iv) show a 









RM-TNS-ADV- STEM -STEM-??? -VOICE-CM NOM 
3-PRES-good- use -put-??? -REFL- 3 Mary 
'they take good advantage of-Mary' (more 
literally 'Mary is put to good use') 
• 
miyou-awpachihikawtat~ la moulaen 
/o-'o-miyou-awpachi-alH-i kaw-i tay-w/ 
RM-TNS-ADV- ST-EM -STEM- ??? -VOICE-CM DEF NOM 
3-PRES-good- use -put-??? -REFL(?)-3 the machine 
1 they take good advanta~~ of th~ michine' 
(more literally 'the machine is put to good use') 
:'r!le.; only difference b_etween (3iii) .a.nd (3iv) as far as verb 
'" M<?IPPO_logy is concerned is the su_bstituti_on; of /-itay/ for 
.. /~J~hou/.- in_ ~he clause involving an inanimate nominal (3 iv). 
-w~ .. -assume for now that there may be two reflexive morphemes~ 
. one. ~-~ed'. \a!ith ani_mate final subjects, /-ish()u/,. and one used 
· .. wi.th. inanimate final subjects, /-itay/. This allomorphy is 
discussed again in Chapter IV. We assume, further, that it 
is.cl. semantic·restric't.ion which prevents /-ftay/ from 
occurring in ordinary reflexive clauses. For now, we 
acknowledge that clauses such as (3iv) are exceptions to the 






6 Note that in (3. 7) (RP) the /i/ of /-ikaw/ is elided 
after the preceding /a.w/ as well. Al though other forms 
suggest that the /i/ in both /-ikaw/ and /-ishou/ may be an 
epenthetic one, we have chosen, for now, to write the 
underlying forms as /-ikaw/ and /-ishou/ with an 
accompanying deletion rule: 
Rule 1:. i --- % / aw 
7 Some speakers employ oushchi as a preposition in 
.eyet~ circumstance, making no distinction between erstwhile 
' ' ' 
· :)r.rench prepositions and erstwhile Cree ··postpositions as to 
_tbeir placement in a clause. Although they.continue to use 
the Cree word, the marking system appears to have moved to a 
:.·prep9sitional one following the French system. This is 
interesting because, in other ways the language appears to 
have borrowed French words, such as the nouns and their 
· ., as:s99iated articles differentiated for gender, but has 
. ,d,.mpps~.<fi- upon them the Cree sy~tem of. syntact:ic ( in) animacy .•. 
.... ~go,ptipg·c an·.' all prepositional' approach represents a trend ... 
in the. oppo$iJ:e di_r.ect,ion •.. 
8 Rosen .. refers to: suqh marking of. a pi;§?dica"te as a 
.~'statement of its relational valence' (1981, p.49-58). 
9 Rosen does propose simple cancellation when the final 
I 
2 is a pronoun (1981, p.173)~ 
JO It.should also be noted here that Antipassive has 












REFLEXIVE UNACCUSATIVE CLAUSES 
4.1 OVERVIEW 
This chapter begins with an RG analysis of __ i,ntransitive 
clauses, ·including a discussion of two classes of predicates 
which determine different initial strata. Then, 
intransitive clauses in Michif are introduced; the 
morphol_ogy of unergatiye clauses is compared w±th that of. 
unaccusative clauses and the findings disctissed. 
4. 2 AN RG ANALYSIS OF INTRANSITIVE CLAUSES . 
Perlmutter and Postal have proposed that initially 
intransitive clauses are not uniform in their structures 
· .AJ9~~b~ p,~9). They have found it.useful to ~istinguish two 
cl~sses of,}niti~~ly intransitive clauses. Initi~lly 
._ Jrit._.r~n.~ittye clauses which. invQlve an Agent, Act<;>r, or an 
a~gµrnen~ which exerc;:dses. volit_ion are termed unergative 
' 9,J.~u.ses. The fol.lowing are examples pf typic~l unergative 
clauses in Bnglish; 











\ · .. 
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{ 4. 2) 
he's swimming 
( 4. 3) 
they're shouting 
Clauses (4.1) through (4.3) have SDs consisting of a sin~le 
stratum: 
(4.1 - 4 .. 3 SD) 
b a 
·J Unergative clauses contrast with unaccusat.ive clauses.l 
The .argument of an ini tial.ly unaccusative c.la.use is. 
g~n~ral+y an Ex.pe_riencer, .. a. Patient_, pr some nominal which · 
does not exercise.volition:. 
( 4 .·4) 
I'm falling 
( 4. 5) 
it's exploding 
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( 4. 6) 
she fainted 
Clauses like (4.4) through (4.6) are thought to have sos in 
which the argument bears the 2 relation in the initial 
stratum: 
( 4. ~ - 4. 6 SJ?) (initial stratum only) · 
b a 
' 
~redicting whether clauses are initialli .tinergative or 
unaccusative requires correlation of semantic roles and 
initial grammatical relations, an interesting requirement. 
' ' ' 
Rosen describes the in~erface betw~en s~mantic.rol~s and 
: ~nitial grammatical relations as .·lacking one-to-one 
cor.r:espondence in any universal ·sense! (1984·,·- .p. 38.--77). . She 
pr~sents effective arguments· which counter. The Universal 
i ·:, ,~J.Jgnment Hypothesis of Perlmutter and Postal: (1984a, 
. p.97~100), but concludes that 'cross-linguistically, 
semantic roles prove to be related to initial G[rammatical) 
., B:[~J.a·tion] s in a non-random way, but not by a·ny reliable 
homomorphism' (1984, p. 73). The Universal Alignment 
Hypothesis is not perfect; but, it is very useful as a rule 
of thumb. 
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Perlmutter and Postal have generated a list of what 
they expect are unaccusative predicates cross-linguistically 
(1984a, p.98-9), a list which includes various categories: 
(4.7) CATEGORIES OF UNACCUSATIVE PREDICATES 
(following Perlmutter and Postal (1984a)) 
(a) Predicates expressed by a~jectives in Engli~h: 
(b) Predicates whose initial nuclear term is 
semantically a Patient 
(c) Predicates of existing and happening; 
(d) Involuntary emission of stimuli that impinge 
on the senses 
(e) Aspectual predicates; 
(f) Duratives. 
. . . 
Perlmutter ~nd Postal are clear in pointing out that the 
c~~~9~;~zation given above is only one among many possible 
. for. unaccusative predicates • 
. 4. 3 INTRANSITIVE CLAUSES IN MICH IF 
' .. 
Using Perlmutter and Postal's list of intransitive 
~r~dicates and their classificatidn (and subsequent 
:·9~te9prization) of unergative and unaccusative pr.edicates as 
a guide, we obtain six distinct morphological patterns of 
I . 
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predicates in Michif intransitive clauses. These six 
patterns are discussed below in four subsections; in the 
first, four· patterns found in initially unergative clauses 
are discussed; in the second, predicates of initially 
unaccusative clauses which exhibit these same four patterns 
. are discussed;· in the third and- fourth subsections, two 
other patterns, associated almost exclusively with typical 
unaccusative predicates~ are introduced~ 
4.3.1 
Four;Patterns of Initially pnergative·c1auses. According to 
Bloomfield (1958 and 1962) and Wolfart (1973) intransitive 
verb stems generally end in a vocoia 2 in the closely related 
·. A~gonquia.n languages of Menornini, Eastern Ojibwa, and Plains 
Cree. Four common patterns exist in Michif for the 
combination of stem final vocoids with CMs for local (/-n/) 
.. c;1n<1 non-:-local u~w/) forms of pregicates of initially 
· ."1:tf.lergat:i-y~. clauses. These four pattep1s are illustrated ·by .. 
the examples which·· follow:· 




'you are sleeping' 
'I am sleeping' 










'you dwell, live' 
'I dwell' 
• (s)he dwells' 




'you are walking' 
'I am walking' 
'(s)he is walkinge 
~ 
(4.11)_, (Pattern D: Verb Stems E:?(lding in /ou/) 
kinakamoun 'you are singing' 
ninakamoun 'I am singing' 
nakamoow '(s)he is singing' 




Pattern A: -awn -ow 
/aw-n/ /aw-w/ 
Pattern B: -in -iw 
/i-n/ . /i-w/ 
Pattern C: -awn -ayw 
/aw-n/ /ay-w/ 
Pattern D: -oun,· -oow 
/ou-n/ /ou-w/ 
. It should be pointed out here that ev.en though the stems· ·of 
verbs in Pattern A and Pattern C show the same /aw/ in the 
local forms, still the non-local forms vary. Pattern C 
follows ;the same pattern as the Transitive Animate paradigm, 
. where!, ve.rb stems typically end in a contoid, either /-rn/ or 
,:: /.,..ht/, al though occasionally stern final /-w/ appears. 
4. 3 •12 
:Initally Unaccusative Clauses Without Special Morphology •. 
Some predicates which Perlmutter and Postal predict as being 
ipv9l~ed\in clauses which are initially unaccusative, such. 
aa 'drow~', 'di~', 'explode', and others, have one of the· 





unergative clauses. Morphologically, these predicates are 
indistinguishable from the predicates of initially 
unergative clauses: 
(4 .13) (Pattern A) 
.pimawtakow '(s)he is floating' 
(4.14) (Pattern B} 
kisheekiw '(s)he is growing' 
( 4 .15} (Pattern C) J 
nishtawpawwayw '(s)he is drowning' 
{4 .16) (Pattern D) 
nipoow '(s)he is dying' 
.·I,f-the initial strata of clauses like (4.13) through 
(4~i6):differs from the initial strata of clauses like the 
',·,-~;xpmp:t~s:given in (4.8) through (4.11) the difference is riot 
'~- r,~~~led·morphologically. If these were the only initially 
intra~~itive clause types in Michif then one might question 
th~-validify 6f ~iilmritfei ~rid ~6stil's cla~sific~fi~~ of ~i 
predicates on the grounds that no morphological distinctions 
~:xist •. Othe,i; · types of initially intransitive clauses do 
. ' . 
exist in Michif, however, and they are discussed below. 
But, assuming that (4.13) through (4.16) have initially 
/l 
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unaccusative strata, what would their final structures look 
like? Because of the Final-1 Law, the argument in an 
initially unaccusative clause usually advances in the next 
stratum to head a 1-arc. Many initially unaccusative 
clauses then, such as those in (4.13) through (4.16), have 
the structure given below: 
(4.13 - 4.16 SD) 
a 
Nominal a heads an initial 2-arc and a final 1-arc. This 
type of 2-1 advancement is called plain unaccusative 
advancement (Rosen 1981, p.21-5). 
Structures like '{4.'13 - 4.16 SDF ~are -interesting,' 
,, b~c?-,use,;they involve p'arallel 1-, -and 2~arcs· and because they 
involve 2~1 adv~tice~ent~. 
-.·. Fi'rst 1 · it i's riow clear -why in Chapter ;I I { 2. 5) ·artd ·in , 
Ch~J?~er III-· (3. 3F a formal distinction ·needs-· to· be made 
between ·~a nomi'nal which heads parallel I_; and 2-arcs' ~rid 
'a nominal which heads a 1:2 multiattachment'. In all 
structures invoLving :plain unaccusative :.advancement, a· 




morphology in such plain unaccusative clauses as (4.13) 
through (4.16) does not include the reflexive morpheme 
/-ishou/. Therefore, it is not a sufficient condition for 
reflexive morphology in Michif that a nominal head parallel 
1- and 2-arcs. It is necessary that the parallel arcs be in 
the same stratum: they must form a 1:2 multiattachment as 
defined in (2.5). 
Second, the structure for a plain unaccusative clause 
contains a 2-1 advancement, but the verb morphology does not 
inGlude the morpheme /-ikaw/. It is not a sufficient 
.condition for the occurrence of /-ikaw/ that'a 2-1/ 
~ 
a.dvancement occur in a clause. It is necessary that the 2-1 
advancement occur in an initially transitive clause if 
j;"!*.ika"1/ is to appear on the verb.· This is in accordance 
with the formulation given in (3.22). 
Thus, the structure of plain unaccusative clauses and 
. . 1;.peiF'· a~soc.iated morphology. support. the. formulations given , 
;. _for .-J:.;he appe.~rance, of .both the passive morpheme, and the 
reflexive- m~_rpheme. 
4.3.3 
Initially Unaccusative C.lauses. with /-payi/. · .. In ·many 
initially unaccusative clauses the morpheme /-payi/ 
:f;unctipns · as ari inchoative · aspec,: mar.~er on. t})e predicate.~ 
The following clauses illustrate this:· 




/0 - 0 - apishee - payi - n/ 
RM - TNS - STEM - ASP - CM 
3 - PRES - small - INCHO - 3IN 
'it is dwindling' 
{ 4 .18) 
aymawyipayin 
/0 - O - ay - mawyi - payi - n/ 
RM - TNS - .? - STEM - ASP - CM 
3 - PRES - ? - bad - INCHO - 3IN 
'it is going haywire' or 'it's going bad' 
( 4 .19) 
nioawpayiw 
/0 - O - nipaw - payi - w/ 
RM - TNS - STEM - ASP - CM 
3 - PRES - sleep -INCHO- 3 
'he's nodding off' or 'he's going to sleep• 
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(4.20) 
mawchipoonipayin la pwee 
/0 - 0 - mawchi - pooni - payi - n/ 
RM -TNS- ASP - STEM - ASP - CM DEF NOM 
3 -PRES- begin - stop -INCHO- 3IN the rain 
'the rain is stopping' (more literally, 
'the rain is beginning to stop') 
With the final /i/ of /-payi/ these predicates have the same 
forms as those in Pattern B above. Plain unaccusative 
advancement is presumed for clauses such as (4.17) through 
(4.20)~:· A more extensive listing ~f predicates with /-p~yi/ 
may be found in Appendix B. It is, however, the next class 
of predicates with which we are most concerned. 
4.3.4 
Initially Unaccusative Clauses with /-ishi/. A third group 
pf., i:11.i tially · unaccusa tlve clauses , involves· the morpheme 
_i ,,;;:/;'."'..j.sbi/ •. For the most ,part,: these predicates describe 
:per~onal quali~ies or ~tates, of being. Bloomfield 
.identifies a similar morpheme in Eastern Ojibwa, /-isi/ 
,. . ,, ' . '" 
,-!state,. shape', which he claims is the most widespread 
·. Anim~Je Intransitive final for that·,language .(1958, p.82). 
In Michif, predicates with /-ishi/ most often belong to 
., . , c:;:ategpr ies (a) , (c) , and (f) tn. Perlmt.ttter a:nd Postal' s 
c~assiflcation given in (4.7). A few examples of predicates 





























PREDICATES WITH /-ishi/: 
( 4. 21) 
Bachees apsheeshiw 
/0 - apshee - ishi - w/ 
NOM RM - STEM - ??? - CM 
John 3 - small - ??? - 3 
'John is small, skinny' 
{4.22) 
Maree miyouhawkoushiw 
.. /0 -· riliyou n·awkou fshi - w/ 
NOM RM STEM STEM - ??? CM 
Mary 3 - good - appear - ??? - 3 
'Mary is good-looking, beautiful' 
( 4. 23) 
Zho~zh aye§hkoushiw 
/0 - 0:' - aye'shkou - ·ishi' ~ ··w; 
NOM RM~· TNS 
George 3 -·PRES 
- STEM .• ~ ??? - tCM 
· 'George is· tired'· ,.',, ', 
In the morpheme identifications for (4.21) through (4.23) 
/~ishi/ is simply labelled with three que~tion marks (???) 
· .b.~cause .. its significance· is the topic of discussion for the 
~ernainder of this chapter. In each case, for animate 


















4.4 ANALYSIS OF REFLEXIVE UNACCUSATIVE. CLAUSES 
4.4.1 
Evidence from Italian. In formulating the auxiliary 
selection rule for Italian, Rosen employs the notion of 
parallel arcs (al though she does not refer to. it as such in 
the actual formulation itself). Thus, she gives the 
auxiliary selectiott·rule in.the following for~: 
AUX SELECTION. 
Select essere 'be' in any clause that contains a 
1-arc and an obje~t~arc with the same head. 
Otherwis,e, select· avere 'have'· fl9'8l,- p.212). 
With this rule Rosen is able to account for differences in 
~~uxili~ry selection once predicates have been assigned a 
relation~! valence. Those predicates taking obligatory 
initial direct objects but optional initial subjects form a 
cl~s~;o£ predicates which may have structures like (4.4 -
.:.:,4 .•. 6 :S:Pl·iJnvolving an initial str.attim with·no nominal heading 
·.··. ', 
~a l~are~.:. The Final-1 taw predicts that structure~ like (4.4 
- . 4.~ 6 SD} are not well formed in any lang_uage as final 
str,µ_ct·~x-al descriptions. As mentioned above, it is assumed 
tbat~~h~~nominal which heads a 2-arc in the initial stratum 
heads a 1-arc in the subsequent stratum, a notion reflected 
-by SDs like. (4 .13 - 4 .16 SD) • Thu1s,. the marking. of 
relational valences in conjuctionwith such notions as 









makes possible a statement of auxiliary selection in 
Italian. 
But the problem of auxiliary selection is not the only 
one connected with initially unaccusative clauses in 
Italian. There is also the problem of the distribution of 
the reflexive clitic. Following Perlmutter (1978)., Rosen 
posits that the cancellation of. an q.rc result.s in clitic 
morpbology (1981, p.140-1,173). Thus, those clauses in 
Italia'n which are initially intransitive and yet show the 
presence of a reflexive clitic do so because there is a 
cancellation involved. For these. cases ."_Rosen proposes 
.. ·· retroherent unaccusative advanc.em.ent ·with ·subsequen·t · 
cancella.tion of the 2-arc in the arrival stratum. Such an 
advancement is shown in (4.24 SD): 
(4.24 SD) 
As in other retroherent advancements, nominal a heads an 
advancee arc (here, al-arc) -and an arc retaining its former 
' . 














In Italian, then, in addition to having their 
relational valences specified, predicates of initially 
intransitive clauses which take a reflexive clitic must be 
marked in the lexicon as requiring retroherent advancement 
as well. This means that there are two forms of 
unaccusative advancement in Italian: plain and retroherent. 
4.4.2 
Ev-idence from Michif. There is evidence in Michif for 
positing these two forms of unaccusative advancement also. 
4~4 .. 2.i 
J,?rpppsal 1: Animate and Inanimate· Reflexiv.e Morphemes. In 
Ghapter-III, Note 5, the parallel morphology which occurs in 
reflexive Passive clauses with animate and inanimate final 
subjects is described. A very similar parallel morphology 
occurs for some initially unaccusative clauses: some 
j,nJt.i~t:l.ly unaccusative clauses with /-dsh.i/:Jn the animate 
:· f.Pi:m.~-: show /-iJh) ti/ in the· inanimate .forms·.·· · On.e example of 








'(s) he falls' 
'it (IN) falls' 
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Based on this kind of parallelism, one might conclude that 
the reflexive morphemes /-ishou/ and /-itay/ have 
intransitive counterparts in /-ishi/ and /-i(h)ti/. 6 This 
proposal is illustrated in (4.26): 
(4.26) ANIMATE AND INANIMATE REFLEXIVE MORPHEMES 












,f .. t 
/-i{h)ti/ 
According to Proposal 1, there are some initially 
:}lpapcusative clauses in Michif which involve reflexive 
. morphqlogy, .presumably : as a 'resui t- of' .':retroherent . 
I \; t ' ·, 
,.: af}Y.~1'C,eJP~nts .having take.n ,r;>lac'EL. Underlying this proposal 
·i.A~:..Jl1e assumption that similar mor.ph~mes ·imp1y· sfinriar 
.. .,.str,y.ctu.res. · Accepting this proposal means t_hat we; call 
··~· /:7).s~i/ in ( 4. 21) through (4. 23) a reflexive morpheme. 
4. 4 .• 2. 2 
~·!'9Pc::t,~a:l: 2: Only Animate Reflexive Morpheme (s)~. Al'though · 
some predicates with /-ishi/ have inanimate forms with 
l•,.'1 
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/-i(h)ti/ like (4.25) above, other predicates show a 
different pattern when the final subject is inanimate. One 
language helper ·gave inanimate forms with /-awkwun/ whenever 
any of the animate forms had /-awkoushi/. 7 The following 








• (s)he looks dark' 
'it(IN) looks dark' 
· '(s)he smells good' 
'it (IN). smells good' 
On~ ana:I..ysis of.the inanimate versions of (4.27) and (4.28) 
assumes that the /ou/ of /-awkou/ becomes a glide (/w/) 
bef9~e a vowel, resulting in an analysis like the that given 
in (4~29) below: 
·.: (4. 29): 
miyeumawkwun 
/0 - 0 - miyeu -
RM -TNS- ADV 




' it ( IN) smells .good' 
where,/-V/ represents some vowel. 8 
- V - n/ 
- ??? - CM 
??? - 3IN 
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Pairs of clauses like those in (4.27) and (4.28) when 
contrasted with clauses like those in (4.25) show uniform 
morphology for the animate forms involving /-ishi/, but 
variation in the inanimate forms. To maintain the 
hypothesis that reflexive morphemes exist for both animate 
and inanimate forms requires postulating several allomorphs 
of the inanimate reflexive morpheme just for initially 
intran.si:tive clauses. Its seems more reasonable to drop the 
propo~al that inanimate reflexive morphemes exist and 
propose instead that the reflexive morpheme in Michif has 
only animate forms. 
_This way of viewing~the situation results in positing 
that !st~tive' predicates of at least.two different classes 
. ~xJ~J::. i11 Mich if. One class takes /-i (h) ti/ for inanimate 
-final- subjects; the other class is like (4.28) for inanimate 
final subjects. However, both classes take /-ishi/ for 
~~tmat~final subjects. Since there is some question about 
wh~t /~itay/ marks in re~lexive Passiv~·.clauses with 
. : : inanimate, initial direct objects (inanimate final 
s;ubj~19.ts?) , it is quite possible . that. there is only one· 
_t:-eflexive morphenie--whicb m_arks onl¥. aniinate final 
::· :. ~ubj~p~s--having two. allomorphs:. /-ishou/ for ini tiall.y · 
transitive clauses and /-ishi/ for initially intransitive 
cl~u~~s~ This view requires that a constraint be added. to 
.. tl'l~· foqnulation of conditions· ·governing the o6currence 6,f1 ·• 
the reflexive morpheme such. that the nominal heading the 1·: 2 




; f ·:,;·, 
Evaluation of Proposals 1 and 2. Which of the above 
analyses is the better one is hard to say until more 
information about the distribution of predicates with 
/-ishi/ is available. At present, the second analysis 
positing reflexivity only for animate forms seems more 
tenable for several reasons. 
First, in the face of such facts as those presented in 
(4.27) and (4.28), one is hard pressed to account for an 
additional morpheme in the animate forms··of the clauses. If 
there exists an inanimate reflexive morpheme what· is it in 
' . ,. ' 
.' 
to.rms like (4~27) and (4.28)? What are the restrictions on . 
. its:,:occurrence, if in fact it~·has a form:like./~i(h)ti/? 
$iryce-these same predicates take /~ishi/ and-would be marked 
in the~lexicon·as requiring retroherent advancement, some 
other lexical procedure would be needed to further restrict 
:tbem, allowing. the inanimate · reflexive formdn some 
··J~E?.tc:1.n9~!S and prohibiting. it ·in ·others. ··corrs.idering. these: 
' ' ,' '' 
q\;{fJ9,µJ..1:ies ,: we find Proposal 1 weak ·and:.-'h~rd: to• maintain.··· 
· Second·, 'one ·must· account: for ·the ·fact.>that other 
Jn4tJ,~+ly unaccusative clauses (with .andS'without :special.·, 
.;::,1n9rph9logy distinguishing them from.:. in it iallf -une rg at i ve. 
clauses) exist in Michif which do not take /-ishi/ when 
ani~gtt3 final subjects are involved •. If /-ishi/ is some 
.kip~.--: of. animacy:~Jnarket, rather than:: a ref lexi'1e morpheme, ' 
t.qen one must account for whyi it does· not appear - in all 
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initially unaccusative clauses with animate subjects. 
Proposal 2 offers an explanation which accounts for the 
facts presented thus far. 
On the basis of information now available, it appears 
that the situation in Michif is similar to the situation in 
Italian: some initially unaccusative predicates must be 
specially marked in the lexicon as requiring retroherent 
~dvancement. The need for this kind of.marking system 
.reflects the fact that two type~ of initially unaccusative 
· clauses exists in Mich if: those which involve P'lain 
l ,, 
. Uilc:tcpus~.tive advancement and those which lnvolve retroherent 
. ·.u9a9cusati;ve advancement, the latter advancement meeting thi:f 
... :.~io.ndt tion::; for the occurrence of refl-ex.h,e morphology. 
4.5 · SUMMARY 
In this chapter the basic morphology of initially 
·;·:+4n:tr.a.nsitive clauses in Mich if was: presented:;·, Two cl.asse.s>.· 
r.\,Of:.,:PJ··~.dica,tes., . .were•. isolated•.· on· .. the basis· of)The un·i;v:ersal:: ,. 
, .• :·)qigptn.<=!lt·:; Ilypothesis· ... of· Per.lmu.tter and Posta~l.: and,·,.al thougfic 
t.:th~r~···J.p , some· morpholo.gical ov.erlap betwee,n i .,the .. two:, . there·· 
· ;.x,e:xist .. both: semantic ·.and:. morphologicaL disti.nctions 
:··suf;f:-ip,ri..~n.bJ:or their' re.cognition as.e: s.eparate ·. classes,. · These:·.·· 
two classes of predicates are associated with initially 
~oe;gative· qlauses and.initially· unaccusative, clauses. 
Evidence was·. also· .pxesented fo·r making,; a further· 
qistinction between two types of predicates within the 
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unaccusative class: those involving plain unaccusative 
advancement (without reflexive morphology) and those 
involving retroherent unaccusative advancement {with 
reflexive morphology). A system of lexical marking, like 
that Rosen proposes for Italian, was suggested, adding to 
the requirement for relational valence marking the 





Chapter IV Notes 
1 Johnson and Postal credit G. K. Pullum with 
suggesting the terms 'unergative' and 'unaccusative' (1980, 
p.232). 
2 There are some exceptions, such as those intransitive 
yerbs whose stems end in /n/. We ignore them here because 
t~ey form such a small class in compar~son to those which 
end in a vocoid. Wolfart gives statistics for Plains Cree 
showing that fewer than four percent of Animate Intransitive 
predicates have stems ending in /n/ (1973, p.50). 
~ ~ 
3 Wolfart gives /-payi/ the gloss 'moves' for Plains 
, \ .... C~e~, and cites examples in that language of causative 
clauses involving /-payi/ as well (1973, p.71). 
~.Just what constitutes an animate argument in Michif 
varies from speaker to speaker. Some speakers recognize 
grammattcal animacy-inanimacy dist~nctions"held eyer from 
Cree- .. where, in addition to humans .. and animals, such things 
· i ,'7f>~rees, rocks, balls, ice,. and bread .are con$idered 
. animate .•. Other speakers make a distinct.io_ri b~tween .humans 
~an~ animals on the one:hand and all other o~jects on_ the 
.·.other. still others,. for _the purpos~s .o( 9etermining 
reflexivity, consider only humans as animate. 
5 See Appendix C for a more extensive list of 
pre~icates with /-ishi/. 
' I l I 
I I 
. . I _.: 
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6 Going a bit further, one might analyze the final 
vocoids of the four morphemes above as separate-morphemes. 
Dean Saxton is currently pursuing an analysis along these 
lines (personal communication, 1984). He refers to the 
vocoid before what I term the CM as the 'interface marker' 
because it carries information about the 'person classes' 
(local or non-local) marked in the two positions of the. 
, predic~~e where my RM and CM markers are situated., In this 
case the four morphemes .~ay be reduced to: 









·;, /~ish/ , 
Inanimate 
. ' /-it/ 
1~.i_.(h) t/ 
· ~{nc:~(; t~ere is an optional /h/ in /;;..1 (h) t/, the" ~ext ·step' 
mi~hl;.be the obvious one of:collapsing. the. fou~ 'morphemes 
i:nt,c:S ,t:~io allomorphs , of the reflexive· mo~phem.E{, · /-ish/: for 
. animate final subjects and /-it/ for inanimate final 
.subj~cts. But because of the similarity between /-i(h)t/ 
:':\<ind thee animacy agreement. ,m~rker /--,(h) t/ (see Chapter~ V, 
~(5.8) ~and (5.9)) we need more evidence than we currently 





7 Wolfart notes similar forms for Plains Cree (1973, 
p. 71). 
8 It is not clear what the function of /-V/ is in such 
an analysis but it appears, comparing the AN and IN versions 
in (4.27) and (4.28), that the AN versions have an 
additional morpheme (either /-ish/ or /-ishi/). Wolfart 
mentions a similar problem in discerning the function of 






PROBLEMATIC VERB MORPHOLOGY 
This chapter presents a discussion of the interaction of the 
notion of (in)transitivity with the structure of Michif 
verbs and the attendant problems for analysis inherent 
therein. 
5.2 STRUCTURAL MASKING OF TRANSITIVITY 
Although Edwards (1961), Ellis (1962), and Wolfart (1973) 
giv~paradigrns of Cree verbs which show the same basic 
morphology in the present singular independent forms, 1 their 
analyses of the verb morphology differ somewhat. The 
,· ~ fQ}).owing Michif examples based on· the transitive animate 
J'X'A) .. yerb /wawpam/ 'see' .were elicited by myself .in the 
> ,f?.ummer. of 1983 and . are essentially the same as those given 
: in;_ the Cree grammars mentioned above--the analysis is 
, I 
s-iinila~-. to Wolf art's for (5 .. 1) · through. (5. 3) , but depa.rts 
for ( 5. 4) • 
- 87 -
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( 5 .1) 
( 5. 2) 







- VOICE - CM 
2 see - (ACT/L) - 1 
'you see me' 
kiwawpamow 
/ki - wawpam aw, w/ 
RM STgM - VOICE - CM 
2 see (ACT/PR) 
'you see him' 
niwawpamow 
/ni wawpam,, aw, w/ 
RM . , - , STEM .- VOICE .... CM 
3 
1 see ~ (ACT/PR) ~ 3 · 





/0 - wawpam 
RM - STEM 
3 - see -
89 
ay w/ 
VOICE - CM 
(ACT/OB) - 3 
'he(PR) sees him(OB)' 
In each of the examples above the two persons involved 
in the action are different. Rogers (1973), Wolfart (1973), 
and Jolley (1982) describe the vaiious·p~isons involved in 
.terms of locality, where th~ speaket and addressee are 
considered as 'local' and all others as 'non-local'. The 
non-local persons may be further specified as 'proximate', 
'obviative), or 'unspecified'. These·persons are all ranked 
according to a Person Hierarchy, 2 given for Michif in (5.5) 
below: 
(5 .. 5) PERSON HIERARC.HY FOR MICHIF 
Local· 1 [ N6h-local ] 
2nd ) '1st· ) 'UN. >. · 3rd 
I \. 
AN > IN 
I \ 
.PR > OB 
where')' is read 'outranks' 
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Therefore, whenever two different persons are arguments to a 
predicate (for now we assume simple transitive clauses where 
a final subject and a final direct object are involved) the 
Per~on Hierarchy ranks one of them as the ranking nucl~ar 
term. This person is marked by the RM in one of three ways: 
( 5. 6) RANKING NUCLEAR_ TERM MARKERS .(RMs) 
Local: /ki-/ marks second person 
/ni-/ marks first person 
Non-local: /0-/ marks all third.persons: 
PR, OB, .UN, .qnd 0 
. 'J'h~ .. ~outranked' person is then markec:C by the CM in one of 
two ways: 
(5.7) COMPLEMENTARY NUCLEAR TERM MARKERS (CMs) 
Local: /-n/ marks first and second persons 
Non-local: /-w/ rilarki :·animate third persons · 
Va-,; ious analyses have · been proposed for forms· having 
in~nimate final di~ect objec~s.3 
~~-: Ip effect, the transitive predicate is a function of 
two arguments, 
F (x,y) 
wi.th·; a s~ot or position for· marking· each 6f them. Wh.en the 
person of xis not equal toy, then according to the Person 
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Hierarchy either x outranks y, or y outranks x. If x 
outranks y, then xis marked by the RM and y is marked by 
the CM. If y outranks x, then y is marked by the RM and x 
is marked by the CM. In other words, when a predicate shows 
agreement with two nuclear terms (we ignore for the moment 
whether they are initial, final, or other nuclear terms) 
then we may assume that we are dealing with a clause that is 
transitive in some stratum. 
Complications arise, however, when x = y. Be.cause 
there are two slots or positions to be filled in the 




The three cases are: 
,·· 
' .. · 
(1) Transitive predicates involving a single nominal 
which bears two_ gramm.atical relations such as those 
involved in reflexive clauses and r~ciprocal 
clauses; 
·-:J2) Transitive predicates with ·an 'inanimate. nuclear· 
term.which does not determine person agreement, 
person agreement being only with animate nuclear 
terms in Michif; 
(3) Intransitive predicates involving a single nominal, 
assumedly a final-1. 
\' 
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In case (1) or (3) the Person Hierarchy is not relevant 
because there is nothing to rank. In both cases the RM and· 
CM mark the same person. In case (2) the Person Hierarchy 
is relevant, but the restriction mentioned precludes filling 
either of the two 'person slots' marked by RM and CM with a 
'non-person'. In cases where a predicate has an RM and a CM 
which mark the the same person, we must look elsewhere for 
indicators of final transitivity. 
Som_e verbs employ an affix show.ing agreement with the 






/ni - wawpa - m - aw - w/ 
RM - STEM - AA -VOICE- CM 
1 see_; AN -(ACT/PR)- 3 
'I see him' 
·riiwawpahtaen 
/ni - wawpa ~ ht - ae,- n/ 
RM - STEM - AA -VOICE- CM 
1 - see - IN -(ACT/IN)~ 1 
'I see. it.' 
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In (5.8) /-rn/ marks agreement with an animate 1, which is 
here both initially and finally al• In (5.9) /-ht/ marks 
agreement with an inanimate l• 
Let us assume that the animacy agreement markers {AAs) 
show agreement with the animacy of the final direct object. 
This assumption is supported by forms of predicates involved 
in raising constructions. If this is the case, then in 
clause~ like wawpamishoow 'he sees himself' are we to assume 
that the AA shows agreement with a final direct object? If 
so, then traditional analyses which consider such forms as 
having derivati.onaL morphology (and being finally 
intran$itive), are incorrect~ In addition, if reflexiv~ 
claus.es .do involve multiattachments which require subsequent 
resolution, how do we account for the final transitivity of 
wawpamishoow. 5 
One possible solution to this dilemma is to posit 
re(lexive structures which do not involvQ multiattachrnent at 
~my leveL, something- Rosen does for. Italian' (1981, 
.P:"" 20E3~14).. This is not desirable because it· complicates 
f,9.~mµ).at:j.ng the· conditions for the occurrence of. reflexive 
, ~,mqrph;o;l.ogy in all .but the simplest c:ases;. To assume that 
. j ·.':":. •. 
?·nimacy«:1greernent is with the initial 2 of. the clause gets 
us no closer to a determination of final transitivity. 
Other verbs, such as those presented in Chapter III 
: (3 .. 19) shpw no an imacy agre·ement at al~,· al fhough the RM and 









transitivity in those cases. But what of clauses like 
pavhkihishoow 'she's freshening up' or, more literally, 
'she's cleansing herself'? Here there appears to be no 
animacy agreement at all. Reflexive forms of these clauses 
appear to have any notion of final transitivity well masked. 
At this point, one is moved to ask: upon what grounds 
.were pr~vious analyses based which considered such clauses 
as wawpamishoow~'he sees himself' as involving derivational 
·, 
morphology and being (finally) intransitive? 
Still other verbs, such as those presented in Chapter 
. '' 
III (3.20), do -not show agreement with more than one nominal 
. ' . 
finally.:: (that is, the RM and CM can always be taken to mark 
t~e: same· person--not two different persons) even when what 
app,ars:to be a direct object is present. These forms are 
as-enigm~tic as reflexive forms concerrting the rtotion of 
final (in)transitivity. 
; If ~nimacy markers are not reliable indicators of .final 
~(i~)~~apsitivity, then final ci~)tra~sitivity is masked {n 
1 .thos~~cises where a single nominal is involved (case (1) 
.,·, '• . 
-,?bpy~).~ .. Whether· or not. that nomin·a1 bears two grammatical 
' ' ' ' 
~.eJ.ationJ3 in the final st~atum_, ±.$· n9t clear, .for two slots 
',; 




The kinds of evidence presented above show the subtleties of 
the Michif verb. A notion like 'transitive', which is 
defined in RG by the existence of a subject arc and a direct 
object arc in the same stratum--a notion of two grammatical 
relations--is at odds somewhat with a system where the 'two-
pla~eness~ of the predicate regarding person .agreement is 
c9Atent w~th redundancy in those cases where only one person 
is invplved. In such cases, we have tried to show, final 
transitivity cannot be assessed reliably by animacy 
agreement markers. Neither can the fact that both person 
$lots are filled be taken as~~ indication of final 
i 
transitivity~ .What is needed is a syntactic· test to 
d.~.termine_ ·whether or not reflexive clauses are finally 
transitiv&or intransitive. Such·an adequate syntactic test 





Chapter V Notes 
1 With the exception of orthographic variations they 
are essentially the same for a great many of the common verb 
roots; where Crawford (1983) has [awl, Edwards writes [aa], 
Ellis writes [a·], and Wolfart writes [a]. 
2 Jolley can be credit~d with this particular name for 
the ranking system employed by Algonquian languages (1982, 
p.2). Hockett has referred to it as an 'Obviation 
Hierarchy' (1966, p.60) and others have called it an 
'Animacy Hierarchy' because inanimates" are ranked lower than 
~ni~ates on it: the hierarchy seems to be operating tipon 
* 
more than just persons. 
3 Several analyses of clauses involving an inanimate 
di-i;:-ect. object are possible. One analysis assumes that there 
is no verb agreement with the 'person' or locality of 
inan.:imate nominals and that the CM marks agreement with the 
.anJ,ma:t~ subject (just as the RM does)·. This approach is 










'I see it (IN) ' 
ae n/ 
VOICE - CM 
(ACT/IN) - 1 
'·'.i 
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Another analysis assumes that there is agreement with 
inanimate nominals in Michif, basing its claim on the fact 
that an alternation exists between forms for animate final 
subjects and inanimate final subjects. As shown in Chapter 
IV and in Appendix B, forms with /-payi/ take a final /-n/ 
when the argument is inanimate, and a final /-w/ when the 
argument is animate. If the final /-n/ is the CM, then 
there ifl the possibility of another.approach, illustrated by 
(5 ii) below: 
(5 ii) 
n'iwawpahtaen 
/ni - wawpaht - .ae n/ 
RM - STEM - VOICE - CM 
1 SEE - (ACT/IN) - 3I.N 
'I see it(IN)' 
we.have assumed for this study that there is no verb 
-~g~\~e:m~n~ with the locality of inanimate direct objects, but 
-?r:re-:i:awa::,;,e of other interpretations and the strength of some 
of_ .:trrei,,i.:.-. ,arguments. See (5. 9) for a more · complete ahalys is 
of the clause analyzed above. 
· _4 : Tl:1e. questio·n -of wfrether the agreement is with initial 
or final direct object has not been argued to my 
satisfaction thus far. For instance, in both Michif and 
Ojibwa (see Rhodes· 1973, p.130) when 3-2 or Ben-2 
advancement is registered on the verb, even if all arguments 
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are animate, the verb shows agreement with an inanimate 
nominal. In this case agreement is clearly not with either 
the initial 1 or the final 2. 
5 A pronoun birth resolution followed by incorporation 
of the copy pronoun is certainly a viable option which 
accounts for the facts up to a point. Whether or not the 
final ·stratum of suqh a structure is transitive or not, 
though, is questionable. 





Previous analyses of Algonquian languages cannot account for 
the facts of Michif verb morphology in reflexive clauses • 
. The most extensive account of -reflexi~e clauses in an 
Algonquian language, Bloomfield's account for Menomini, is 
an attempt to classify reflexive clauses based on their 
functi9.~; but, -it includes as reflexives many clauses whose 
: . 4?-s,soc.~a~j.on with any notion of 'reflexive'· as 'action upon 
.}~~
1
~f.by self', however loosely, is highly questionable. In 
. , addition, such an account introduces a fair amount of 
,complexity into the grammar by associating with the notion 
of reflexivity predicates of various morphological types. 
Ot~,r predicates with these same patterns are then not 
analyzed-as reflexive. 
The theoretical framework of Relational Grammar 
_,;p,fOVJQeS,; 1au means Whereby such notions as 'reflexive' may be·. 
d.e.{J~ec3 _in terms of grammatical relations and· the nominals 
which" bearc·them •. More specifically, the framework of RG (as 
developed primarily by Perlmutter and Postal) associates 
with 'reflexive' the notion of multiattachment. 
Similarly, the notion of passive in Algonquian 




confusion arising because passive was characterized 
functionally. Again, the framework of RG characterizes 
Passive as a rule which sanctions a change in grammatical 
relations under certain conditions, namely a 2-1 advancement 
from a transitive departure stratum. 
As demonstrated in this study, formulations for 
predicting. the occurrence of the reflexiv·e morpheme-/-ishou/ 
and the passive morpheme /-ikaw/ can be made on the basis of 
the existence of certain grammatical relation• and changes 
in those relations. For Michif the importance· of current 
PP?POSals in ~G. is demonstrated by t~e tallowing points: 
1. The Multiattachment Hypoth~sis predicts that it is 
possible for a nominal to bear more than one 
· .. , gr~mmatical relation in a given stratum. Occurrence 
of the reflexive morpheme in Michif can be accounted 
for by this notion {in conjunction with other 
proposals) • 
. 2:.,.:., The notion o·f syntactic levels or strata is also 
fundamental to the RG framework. Formulation of the, 
•i:\•I + .,, 
:conditions for the occurrence of ·the. passive morpheITie 
.. is much simpl~fied by referring t9 the initial 
transitivity of claus~s. 
3. There exist two large classes of predicates of 
~ . ' " 
(~nitially) intransitive clauses in Michif which are 
••• ,, . ., • ', • '. \ • ' t :':'· , •• 
·s~rnantically and morphologically dist:Lnct (to a large 
degree). The Universal Alignment Hypothesis predicts 
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such a semantic distinction and, in conjunction with 
The Unaccusative Hypothesis, also determines two 
different initial structures (initially unergative 
and initially unaccusative) for these two classes. 
4. There exist within the class of unaccusative 
predicates two types. One type, like those taking 
/-payi/, shows no unusual morphology (other than 
/-payi/ itself) distinguishing them from unergative 
clauses. Another type shows variation in inanimate 
forms but has a consistent patt~rn with /-ishi/ in 
animate forms •. ,The Unaccusative Hypotheeis, The 
. Final-! Law,· and the notion of Retroh~rent 
Advancement predict that two types·of initially 
· unaccusative clauses may exist in a language: those 
involving plain unaccusative advancement and those 
involving retroherent unaccusative advancement. 
. ' ',' 
.S. :Tbe Universal Characterization of· P.assivization and 
·. the notio~ of Retroherent.Advancement do not exclude 
.. ' .. . - . 
·, as ungrammatical clauses which involve both. The · 
' .. -- . '. . - ' . ' . ~ ·:. ' : . 
. e~istenc~ of clauses in Michif showing both passive. 
and reflexi~e morphol~gy i.s. ~nt:i~ipated by these 
proposals~ One is··~ard.pr~sse~ to account for 
reflexive Passive morphology in Michif based on 
function. 
These. fac,ts justify as worthwhile a continued investigation 
of Michif utilizing a Relational Grammar approach. 
APPENDICES· 
Appendix A 
LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS 
O = an unspecified mind-possessing being 
l·= subject in sos, first person in glosses 
2 = direct object in sos, second person in glosses 
3 = indirect object in SDs, third person in glosses 
AA= animacy agreement 
ACT = active voice," e.g. (P~CT/OB) = action on an obviative 
ADV= adverb, 
AI= animate intransitive verb stem 
AN= animate 
ASP= aspectual marker 
Ben= the Benefactive relation 
BEN-2 = benefactive to direct object advancement 
c = stratum 
Cho= the Chomeur relation 
CM = .the complementary nuclear term marker. 
DEF= definite article 
EP .~ epenthetic contoid or vocoid 
FUT= future 
GR= grammatical relation 
II= inanimate intransitive verb stem 
IN= inanimate 
INCHO = inchoative 
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INDF = indefinite 
INV= inverse voice 
L = local 
NOM = nominal 
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Obl = oblique relation (not a term) 
OB= obviative 
OR= ordinary reflexive 
p = plural in sos 
P = predicate relation in SDs 
PASS= passive voice, 2-1 advancement in initially 
transitive clause 
PAST= past 
PL= plural in glosses 
POST= postposition 
;I?R = proximate 
PREP= preposition 
PRES= present 
PRO = pronoun· 
REFL =.reflexive· ·, > ':_ ' 
RM= rankingnuclear term marker 
RP = refl.exive. _passive-: 
s = singular· 
SD= ~tzatal diagram 
STEM= verb stem 
TA = t·ransitive animaJe verh stem 
TI= transiti-ve inanimate verb stem 
TNS = tense 
-I', 
j 
UN= unspecified nominal 
VBL = verbalizer 
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PREDICATES WITH /-PAY!/ 
The following list of predicates with /-payi/ was compiled 
l~rgely from data collected from The Michif Dictionary by 
Laverdure and Allard (1983). Michif forms are given for 
third person singular final subjects, and show final /w/ for 

































'floods, runs 1 over' 
'remains, is left over' 































'horrible, tragic, catastrophic' 
'tarnishes' 





'flares tip, has a temper' 
'goes down, sinks' 





'comes off, detaches' 
'rickety, shakey' 
'gone, all out, exhausted' 
'petrifies1 solidifies' 
'6rackst grjes bang' 
'begi-ns, kicks off, calls· to order' 
'begins to stop' 
'goes haywire' 
'is in pain' 
'goes bad, defective, faulty' 
'worn out' 
'respond• · 






miyeupayin 'fortuitous, luck(il)y' 
miyeushooshkoupayiw 'glides' 
miyeumawmashkawchipayin 'miracle' 






















'inflammation, heat, rash' 
'snaps out of it' 
'ends, expires, fails, stops' 
· 'trembles, quakes' 




'descends, goes down' 
'be off, go out of (plumb)' 
'nods, goes to sleep' 
'droops, goes·d~ad or numb' 
'shortage, insufficient' 
.'jerks, goes fir jerky';· 
'j~rky, not sm6o€h' 
'shrivels' 
'puckers' 








































'puffy or swollen'' 
. 'swells, gets bigger, inflamed' 
'oncoming' 
'goes into' 
'goes in (to· bodY ?) ' 
'broken, ·dilapidated' · 
'awry' 
'falls down, shatters' 
'disintegrates: ,,rfalls apart' 
'stops, ends, terminates' 
'erupts, bursts out' 
'retches, heav.es·'· 
·'watery' 
'flqres · up' .-




































'goes, flies, travels' 
'entangled' 
'catches the scent' 
'spreads, breaks out, pervades' 






'disappears, goes away' 
'rigid,. firm, . stout' 
'goes around, spins, rotates' 
'clears .up (weather)' 
'sparkles; shines,. glows' 











PREDICATES WITH /-ISHI/ 
The following list of predicates with /-ishi/ was compiled 
largely from data collected ·from The Michif Dictionary by 
Laverdur~ and Allard (1983).~ Michif forms are given for' 
third person· singular final subjects, and show final /w/ for 































'detestable, fierce, horrible' 
'bad-tempered, ferocious' 










katawawshishiw 'dainty, pretty, delicate' 
keeshnawtahkamikishiw 'blunders, acts foolish' 
keeshpishiw 'chapped' 
keewawtishiw 'motherly' 
kinooshiw 'long, tall' 
kishaywatishiw 'angelic, kind, tender' 
· kishaywawtishiw 'charitable, good-hearted' 





















'angry, mad, irate, pouts' 
'remember'· 
'hard-fisted, skin-fli~t1 
'needy, bad oflf, sad' 




'mean, evil, damned, bestial' 
'practices<wickedness' 
'_ . ·' .··. ,-: ··, '. 
' strong, 'pow.e-rful t br awn'y' 
~ '• ' . ' . . 
• perverse., .>acts very bad' 
.~ . -
' misbehaves., acts bad' 
'homely,· ugly' 


































'chaste, faithful, good' 
'nice, gentleman, fun loving' 
'attractive, looks good' 
'liberal' 
'deceives, acts sly' 
'sly, two-times' 
'detestable, moody, eccentric' 
'formidable, ·irkso~~· 
'presentable, cle~n cut' 
'hums, sounds lik~ singing' 
'shows, appears, looks like' 
bcibboos, acts ernbarras~edf 
'shy' 




..• I farrOWS 1 
·.'looks cunning-'· · 
'was·teful' ·<· · 
., clean cuf,: ·.:iook·s,: clean' 
•·clean, imm'aculate•.::.,. 
1 bawls 1 CaCk1es·, makeEf noise' 
'thunders, makes lots of noise' 
'exists, is ~live' 
'ride (in)'· 

























'endures, sticks (to it)' 




'looks a certain way' 
·•smells strongly' 
'looks poweiful, strong' 
'strong, powerful' 
'sounds powerful, loud' 
'does, performs, commits' 
,, 'hqrts, is 'in pain' 
'forgets, loses memory' 
'sensitive, touchy, delicate' 
'hunched' 
'delicious, savory, tasty' 
'tastes good or delicious' 
, 'hollow' 
·'det~stable,- dis~gree~ble' 
f fr.bwzy, 'rook:s hoir ibie' 
. . 












PREDICATES WITH /-ISHOU/ 
Key to Entries: On the first line of each entry taken from 
The Michif Dictionary by Laverdure and Allard (1983), the 
Michif word is given either in the form in which it appears 
in the illustrative example(s) or, if there is no 
illustrative example for a particular citation, then it is 
\, 
given in citation form. In the second column the word to 
the l.eft of the slash is the English gloss, the gloss being 
determined in the following priority: 
1. as given directly in the dictionary; 
2. as implied in the dictionary; 
. 3. as ascertained by myself from available dat~. 
<·:·_If the· gloss is· ·[bracketed]·.· .. then it is. an actual· 
... lexJ9a+· ~Si tat ion: dn.- the a ictionary;. . ··If tt. is 110.t bracketed 
· then: the<Michi'f predicate· occurs: as .pa.rt of another. lexical' 
' ~· • J. • 
~p:a,1;:.foJ_11·:: in that case i the lexical· citation appears to the· 
right of the slash. 
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ahikawshoow 
ahikawshouwuk, awn dawnzhee 
~hika~shoow, dawn prayzoon 
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I . [ incarcerate] 











ashpay imou to~ tawshoow . 
ashpJyimoutoutawshouhk. 
I 
cover up I 
[ specter] I 
[banshee] :/ 
[nurse a baby]. I 
[warm up] (oneself) / 
[perspir·e] I 
[sweat] I 
room and [board] I 
put in I 
[self-confidence] I 
put [faith ,in oneself] / 







be inside I 
be inside I 
be contained(?) ·1 
buy (for self) I 



























I [ fall guy] 
[blame oneself] I 
[self-reproach] I 
buy I [stockings] 
[overtake] I 
[mellow] I 




put on I' [make-work,] 
[own up] ./ 
[feign] sickness ./ 
·/ [m~linger] · 
be in [use] I 
used to pull(?) I [ox] 
[rearrange] I 
[promoted] .. / 
·, ·.: :a~t.i~~~ehkaw,shoow:',' miyo.u 
ayeshkouhishou 
put,bn; I:·[ goody-goody] 
,'[exhaust] (tire) I 
~ ' , .. ' I ' ' ' • 
ayeshkoushiwishoow [wear ou:tJ .. (oneself}·/· 
ayi tayimishouhk, · ·:~iyue~~ ·k'i lee zoot 
[patronize]/ 
- ay~eemanishoost, aen zhwal · 
aykishkishitoutawshout, noo 













ihikawshoow, noo rniyayhtern 
ihkawshoow, aen bet 
atou~hkay-ihkawshoow 
ihkawshou, kawya li baytaw 
ihkawshoow, li saen ·· 
ihkawshoow, li boss-





. , ishpi tishoohk, kwayesh· 
.. ltahikawshoow 
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[ scar] I 
[fancy work] I 
[ specter] I 
[half-baked] I 
(be) so [angry] I 
(with a needle) I 
[sti~g] I 
put,· place I 
[inconsolable] I 
act like I 
. [pretext] I 
act like I 
act I 
act, behave I 








itahishoow [self-appointed] / 
mshikishchee~i~ayimishoow [self-conceitj / 
· it~yimishout [self-appraisal]/ 






[holier ... ] 







































blow a [gask~tl 

























kashkambishbuwuk. daw loo 
~to~e,/ felevatot] 
[indivisible] / 
[blow up] / 
[rare~~,ipe] /]. 
[sail]./'· 


















kawmiyourneechishduhk~ ·· · 
kawpakwahikawshod~t ,', 
~aw~ch it in<tkaw·shouwuk · · 
_kawsheepayhoukawshbow 
kawshitahkoupitawwashouhk 






















[ appe ti t·e }':· / 

























































keemoochikitawshoow - .[fume] ( in anger) I 
keendawayimikawshouwuk, noo 
keeshishouk 
keeshkwaykanawmikawshoow · · · 






[ daze] /·· 
[ self-made) ;· 
· [possessive] / · 
[nursemaid]. I-· 
[save] /: 
. kikitawshoow/ ·snaenmawk k:akwawya 
[hair-trigger] ( temper) / 
kimeetshoue, noo· [fast] (abstain)(, 
kimiyikawshoow,·- li ':drway7·, [authorize] / 


































. kishinahamawshoow· [self-taught]/ 
kishkayimikawshoow,-, mishiway . [well known] / 
· kishkayimikawshoow, mishiway pi myeuymikawshoo~ 
[prominent]/ 
kishkikawshouwuk wear / [shawl] 
kishkishin 
.kishkishitoutawshoow, mouhchi · 
think/ [ego] 
[thoughtless] / 
kishkishitoutawshoow,· 1 yae:rik wiya 
[self-c~nferedJ /: 
kishkishoutouta.wsh:o·ow'; · yaenk · wiya 
kishnahamawshouhk 

































earn I [award] 
[ self-made] I 
sew I [thimble] 
[self-preservation] I 
,1; !> [·se.lf-deceiving] I 
[up against it] I 
[haunt] / 










' [praisewor·thy] / 
[whitewash] (g1os·s 6~/er}f / 
.mashkahikayhkawshoo 
mashnawshkishoow 
[.self-congratula:tory] · / 
cut. :{out).·. '/ '[ sleeve] 
···rma:rkedF ;:· 
/fblefulshJ> /. ' 
[marking]/ 
employed :/ fsme1ler] 
[disfigured];:/ 
11r.11 












[tiger cat] / 
[feather stitch] / 
[needlework]/ 








,, . . . 
[tongtie lashing]/ 
[berry pi~kin~] ;· 
mawscheew move aro~hd / [iense ••• ] 
mawyikwawshoun [boggle] / 
mawyineepacheehkawkawshoow [molest]/ 
maychi tayw. [ af'.fre]'. ;-
mayhchishom..r· [scald) t· 
mayhchishouhk kaykwy kawmaychishou [chai~] ·1 
mayhchishouW '[ fiery]' '/ ·· 
·: marshchinati'kawshouwuk 
meech ishoow ' .. 
meechishou 
meech i shouw in· 
meechshoow, tbul tawn 
be6ome · extihbt · / [bison] . 
. >.,.·' eat / . [ t~ethe] . 
[dine] / 














































be [red hot] / 
[ important] / 
[~iais~worthy] / 
[seif..:;r ighteo'us] / 
[carnage] / 
[insufferable] / 
·· [overrate] / 
[big] / 





















I [ raise] 
I 
be given/ [transfusion] 
be given /'[wages] 
miyikawshoow.i!t'wiyek kawnipout 
someone whose given(?) [heir] / 
miyikawshoow 'lee zawnfawn 
be given [custody]/ 
miyikawshoun [given]/ 
miyishoow, aen out nou [alias]/ 
miyishouyen kaykwuy ouhchi [dedicate]/ 
miyou-ashamikawshdbw [well fed]./ 
miyou;....awpachihi:kawshoow take [advantage] / 
miyoukenawaym'ikawshouhk. · .[safe keeping] / · 
mi youm i chi mini shoow· 





· [hold up] (maint-ain). / 
































· . nakinishouhk 


























[ self-defen·se 1 · 
· [encumber] 
· [self-heal] 
defend one's rights 















































[take it lying down] / 











·· [perish] (burn) / 




playing [pOSS-Uffl]' / :C. 
,flipawhkawshoow' a [feign] sleep ;. 
.· nipayhikawshou.wuk 
· ptit' to ·sleep with [anaesthesia}''/ 
nishtouhtawk·fu:wshoow, .mitouni 
[intelligible]/ 
noochihikawshou(yen) [1ash] ~· 
nooweechihishoow 
nouchihikawshoow 




nouhawashou [nurse a baby] I 
ooshoow boil I [teakettle] 
ouchiminishout [ repress] I 
ouhchihishouyawn [self-denial] I 
ouhpikihikawshoow be raised I [native] 
ouhpimikawshoow [excitable] I 
oupimikawshouw . [excited] I 
ouschikitawshoow [ indignant] I 
oushawrnimeetshoow [overeat] I 
oµshihishoun (?) I [ egot:tsm] 
oush ih i·shoun, nawut kwayesh [ improve] I 
oushoow [seethe] I 
... 
oushouwuk [boil] I 
[boil] (with anger) I .1 
[ ferment] I 
outawpawshounawn [ride] I 
· oµtawpawshou.t · . r id.e I [car sick] 
0.u;t.;:\~pawshouwuk ride /, [handcar] 
. 0.µtfl.wpooshou· ·, ride. I [surrey] 
:: oµt inamawshoow . seize I [latch] 
pµ-tinamawshouw .steal I {audacity] 
· ·ptJ.t jr,.fkawshoow catch I [adultery] 
[arrest] I 
arrest I . [non-support] 
outinishout· (?) I [oneself] · 






















































.. [s.lowpoke] I 
[singe] / 
beat / [misJ?1ay] 
[sheep shearing] I 
[miscalculate] I 








pawshouwuk dry I [shrivel] 
payakouhikawshouwuk [ isolate] I 
payhkihishou [freshen] I 
payhkimuwshoow [pick clean] I 
payhtawkawshoow, noo · [ inaudible] I 
peehtikwahikawshoow [admit] I 
peekshkwaystamawshoow [self-asserting] I 
peestikwaypayhoushounawn [register] I 
peewaymawchimishoow 
· [speak ill of oneself] I 
peewaymishoow [ self-er it fbalJ I 
pihkashouhk avfk li salay [sunburn] I 
pishkayimishoun [on one's own] I 
pishkayimishouyen [shift] I 
pishkaymikawshoow keep under one's [thumb]/ 
pishkaymikawshoow, noo [unpopular]/ 
pishkaymishou [fend]/ 
[self-pr~sefvatidn] / 
pooshkoukitawshoow (erupt] (with ange·r) / 
;_ pooshtawshoow 
t.. ' . : ' ' ·.' ',. : -. ~ ,; 
poostawpawwah1kawshouwuk· 










~rstarid one's ground] / 














love I [papoose] 
lovable I [pious] 
[self-love] I 
[s·oggyJ I shawpouhkashoow, (noo(?)) 
shawsheeshchipitamawshoow [press] (embrace)/ 









act like ' [jackass] 
[excited] / 
[boil over] / 




· shikeeweeshakahoush6uyahk· hurt· [ourselv.~·sl / 
· :sh imeech ichouhk 
sbinawkouhishouw~ pahkawn · 
·s.hinhkawtikawshoow' · · 
shinihkawshoow 
shinihkawshoow, pahkawn 
shinibk~w~hoow, nama nawnduw 
shipwaychahoukawshoow 
shipwaychishahoukawshoow 
·. (? l :I [nook] 
[disguise] ./ . · 






















































tawwahoukawshoow, no la plot [no-hitter] / 








: :t:e;e_hJ~i-~hoow, ,nou. 
tihk isho.o\\'·· · 
go away/ fipf:loluableJ 
··•[.thaw] / 
tihikishoow, la·: g:_1.,as .qJsoor la tayr zhamaen 
go away/ [permafrost] 





































sink intb ./ [oblivion] 
[dress]\ I 
[garb] ;· • 
[breakfa.st] · / 
[unseen] < ;· 
look at/ [partial] 
[reflection] / 
[ image] / 
[mi'rror] / 
· be visible:,f:· [pble· star] 
[light. colored]• / 
shine ·I [s·tarl 
[ swing] /:·: · 
[self-defeating] / 
go to and·. [ fro] •/ 
[ relief] /. 
help / [effort] 
~ .. ~ ' 
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weechihishouhk 
(chi)weechihishout, pa mwayaen 









[ impure] I 






[round trip] / 
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